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Officials
to look
at Starr's
conduct

1

'Y' searches
for location

WASHINGTON (AP) — Independent prosecutor Kenneth
Starr passed up an opportunity to try to fend off a Justice
Department investigation into
his handling of the Monica
Lewinsky probe.
In court papers filed Monday, Starr and the Justice
Department offered no encouragement for three federal judges
to step into the question of
whether Attorney General Janet
Reno can investigate Starr's
conduct of the Monica Lewinsky investigation.
The department says the
which
panel
three-judge
appointed Starr has no authority to intervene. Independent
Counsel Starr says the conservative group that raised the
issue with the judges has no
standing to do so.
Starr emphasized that his
filing did not address the underlying issue of whether Reno
"acted improperly" in moving
toward an investigation of his
office.
The judges directed Reno
and Starr last month to submit written arguments after
receiving a request from Landmark Legal Foundation of Herndon, Va., which wanted the court
to block the Justice investigation.
Starr and the Justice
Department have been involved
in a dispute over who should
investigate the prosecutor's
handling of the Lewinsky investigation.
Among questions to be
investigated are contacts Starr
and his prosecutors had with
lawyers. for Paula Jones in her
sexual harassment lawsuit
against President Clinton.
Also under scrutiny would
be prosecutors' conduct at a
Jan. 16, 1998, confrontation with
Ms. Lewinsky, when they discussed a possible immunity deal
for her without her lawyer present.
Justice Department guidelines generally require the
lawyer's presence.
Landmark Legal Foundation
has no personal stake in the
alleged dispute" and "no injury
to Landmark is ... traceable to
the attorney general's alleged
actions," said Starr's office.
In its court papers, the Justice Department argued that
the panel of judges lacks
authority" to stop the attorney
general from investigating Starr
and that the private group's
application for a writ of prohibition against Reno should be
dismissed.
The department further
argued that it seems clear the
law authorizes Reno to police
Starr's conduct because the
Jaw explicitly gives her power
to fire him.
Landmark maintains only
Congress can investigate Starr.
The department stated that
the only legal provision cited
by the private group referring
to the judges' authority relates
to another subject entirely —
the scope of the prosecutor's
investigative jurisdiction.

Tonight.. Becoming partly
cloudy. Low around 30. Northwest wind 5 to 10 mph.
Wednesday...Partly sunny.
High around 50.
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By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
A possible alliance between Murray State University and
the Murray Family YMCA has been turned down by the university - at least for now.
According to Don Robertson, vice president of student affairs
and member of a university committee formed to look into
the possibility of a campus fitness facility, the university is
still weighing its options.
"The YMCA is not completely off the burner," said RobertA.m. It's really too early for us to make a decision on anything yet."
The lease on the YMCA facility located at 1510 Chestnut
St. runs out in June, and the building has already been sold.
Dean Ehrenheim, director of the Murray Family YMCA,
said that he is currently considering numerous options on where
to move the Chestnut Street operation.
"I don't want people to think we're closing," he said. "We're
Just moving."
Ehrenheim had hoped that perhaps the university's desire to
establish a fitness facility would allow the YMCA to establish
more of a campus location.
Even though the YMCA merger has been put off, Robertson insisted that establishing a fitness facility still ranks very
high on the university's list of priorities.
"There is still a great desire for us to have something in
place," he said.
In the meantime, the YMCA will continue its efforts to
construct a health and wellness facility on South Ninth Street.
"We're going to go ahead with the purchase of the land,"
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and club members
hangs plants in the greenhouse on College Farm Road Monday as she
prepare for the spring plant sale.
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Proposed tip line hits opposition
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
Some county residents are
opposed to a proposed toll-free tip
line for students being considered
by the local Crime Stoppers, likening the idea to Nazi tactics that
go against the principles of being
a good citizen.
Fayte Brewer of Locust Grove

County Crime Stoppers.
"You're setting up to hurt a lot
of children," Brewer said.
The opposition stems from a
proposal made to Crime Stoppers
last month by Valerie Steele, a
member of Murray State University's student chapter of the American Industrial Hygiene Association.
She returned Monday to pro-

Road said students should be taught
to talk to their parents or a teacher,
not to become an anonymous
informant.
That tactic is similar to those
used in Russia, South Africa and
Hitler's Germany, where Nazis used
children to identify Jews, Brewer
said Monday during the regular
meeting of the Murray-Calloway

vide more details of the propos- .for installation and monthly fees,
al, which calls for installing an said Steele, whose group made the
untraceable, toll-free line hooked proposal as a class project.
The goal is to give students a
up to an answering machine.
to report instances of weapons
way
certo
limited
be
Access would
tain law enforcement officials and or drugs in the schools without
the school security guards and fear of retribution or humiliation
by peers. An example frequently
superintendents.
The MSU organization plans to
try to raise enough money to pay

• See Page 2

Educators concerned
about education bill
WASHINGTON (AP) — Many
educators say they're worried they
will be left with too many kids
per class and too many restrictive
rules by the time Congress finishes work on an education bill.
Senate Republicans failed Monday evening in an attempt to limit
the number of proposals that can
be attached to the so-called "edflex" bill, which would give states
more flexibility in spending federal education dollars.
Democrats want the chance to
vote on amendments including new
money to pay for new teachers
and reduce class size.
Republicans were poised to try
again today to limit debate on the
bill. If that fails, they'll try to
water down the Democrats' classsize proposal by giving states the
option to spend the new money
for teachers on special education.
Pennsylvania officials are eager
to see the "ed-flex" bill approved

BERNARD KANEJLedger & Times photo
Elementary School, tries to
East
CONTROLLED CHAOS...Eddie Morris, gym coach at
rten students Monday. The
kinderga
teach basketball fundamentals to a group of eager
with classes of the same
weekend
school is sponsoring a basketball fund-raiser this
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ed
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rules in order to
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forego
to
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watch" because the younger ones have a tendenc
track.
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handle the ball, creating a game that is a mix of

Nixon tapes include racist comments
—
(AP)
WASHINGTON
Richard Nixon's salty language,
pure and unabridged, boomed from
a tape machine set up in a courtroom where a federal judge is deciding the monetary value of the late
president's secret White House
recordings.
On one tape. Nixon calls an
Immigration and Naturalization
employee from California a "kike."
He refers to an illegal Mexican
immigrant as a "wetback." And in
another tape recording, he utters
blasphemy and profanity and says
former Supreme Court Justice Potter Stewart "was a little dumb."
Government lawyers an Monday used the tapes — ethnic slurs
and all — in an attempt to convince U.S. District Judge John
Garrett Penn that Nixon would not
have tried to sell the tapes after

leaving office. Nixon's estate argues
they were worth millions of dollars and wants the government to
compensate the estate for seizing
them.
The tape recordings, played in
court to a sparse audience of
employees from the National
Archives and Nixon buffs, were
scratchy and hard to hear. But
they brought back to life the Nixon
presidency, which ended with his
resignation in 1974.
In one tape. Nixon orders the
INS to check out a "wetback," an
illegal alien believed to be working as a gardener for an executive of the Los Angeles Times.
"I want to start taking the Times
on," Nixon says in the conversation on Oct. 7. 1971. Later, he
tells Attorney General John Mitchell
on the phone: "I want the whole

goddamned bunch gone after."
John Taylor, director of the
Richard Nixon Library & Birthplace
Foundation in Yorba Linda, Calif.,
accused the government trying to
tarnish Nixon's image.
The nearly 3,700 hours of tapes
that were secretly made while Nixon
was in office and confiscated when
he resigned on Aug. 9. 1974, include
historical information on domestic
and foreign policy initiatives, Taylor said. Yet the government has
chosen segments to "tear down
Nixon in the eyes of the judge
and the American people," Taylor, who was a longtime Nixon
aide, said in a telephone interview.
"This has to do with the Jus-

as they face school districts that
want to use federal money to train
more reading teachers.
"They believe they've tackled
the issue of math and science,"
said Ron Tomalis of Pennsylvania's education department. "But
the federal regulations don't allow
them the flexibility to address the
needs of their kids. To us, this is
a common sense way of looking
at the delivery of education to our
kids."
Republican Pennsylvania Gov.
Tom Ridge, a Republican, said
many educators are frustrated that
the bill, which started out popular and with wide bipartisan support, has become embroiled in partisan battles.
"The opportunity to give more
flexibility to the states will be
imperiled if not lost if they keep

• See Page 2

Faculty question
large pay raises
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Seven officials of the new system of
community colleges and technical schools received pay raises of 40
percent or more in the past year, The Courier-Journal reported today.
They were among 33 of the combined system's 120 central-office
employees who make $60,000 or more a year. The seven previously
worked in the old systems or in state government
Smaller percentage increases that boosted saIN::s by more than
$10,000 a year were awarded to 15 officials. Man .,' others at lower
pay grades also received substantial raises.
The administrators' salaries are well above those paid when the
two systems were separate.
Representatives of faculty and staff, and a union trying to organize them, said better equipment and classrooms should have been a
higher priority than administrators' pay. They also said professors and
instructors are underpaid, despite progress earlier in the term of Gov.
Paul Patton.
"We've got programs out here like auto mechanics, working on
shoestring budgets," said Mark Powell, a computer analyst at Bowling Green Technical College.
"But they can't keep up with technology bn the budgets they have,"
added Powell, who represents technical-colhe staff workers on the

• See Page 2
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granted, some commission members have expressed doubts about
the project.
"I just don't think it's a good
location," said commission member David Graham. "A large percentage of their members are university students. Once it goes out
there, I'm afraid they'll lose a lot
of their membership."
Ehrenheim said that while he
has considered merging the Chestnut Street facility and the facility
located on North 12th Street, no
final decisions have been made
yet.
"1 hope to have something decided by Friday," he said. "Time is
sort of running out."

From Page 1
said Ehrenheim. "We're still very
excited about the possibility of a
new center."
Ehrenheim said that he is scheduled to make a presentation to the
city courNI regarding the project
March 25.
The Murray Planning Commission granted conditional approval
Jan. 19 for a subdivision plat on
South Ninth Street. One of the
main conditions that the YMCA
had to meet was to present a letter of credit for the paving of a
road leading to the proposed center.
Even though the approval was

III Faculty

• ••

From Page 1

tucky system's first president.
"This is not some half-baked,
little system."
McCall said the new system
has more administrators than the
two old systems employed. But
he said it faces a huge workload
in meshing the course offerings,
work-force-training efforts, financial-aid programs and personnel
policies of the two former systems.

new system's board of regents.
"So it hurts to see how our front
office took care of themselves first."
Leaders of the Kentucky Community and Technical College System said last week that the increases were justified by the combined
system's size — it has 45,000 students in credit courses — and its
need to pay competitive salaries
to attract or keep talented administrators.
The leaders also said several officials are being paid more because
they were promoted or have additional duties.
The system was created when
the legislature reorganized higher
education in 1997 in an effort to
upgrade universities, colleges and
technical and vocational schools.

The union, the American Federation of Teachers-Kentucky, has
publicized iVecent weeks the pay
raises awarded to 26 officials, most
of whom work in the technical
college branch. The AFT is seeking state recognition as the bargaining agent for the technical
school and community college
teachers and staff.

"This is a major organization,"
said Michael McCall, a veteran of
technical-college systems in Virginia and South Carolina who is
in his second month as the Ken-

Using the Open Records Act,
The Courier-Journal examined contracts or pay records of those 26
and several dozen other employees in the system's central office.

Woman treated for neck injury
car on North 12th Street the traffic
light at the intersection of Kentucky 121 North turned yellow, a
Murray Police Department report
said.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A Benton woman has been
treated for a neck injury she received in a two-car accident.
Angela D. Leach, 20, was
treated for neck strain and bruises
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital Friday afternoon and released, a
hospital spokesman said.
Leach was injured about 3:30
p.m. Friday when she stopped her
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The driver of the second vehicle,
Kris L. Kerr, 20, of South 12th
Street, reportedly said he thought
Leach was going to continue
through the intersection. His truck
then rear-ended the car, the report
said.

J.T. LEE,Jeweler
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school system are not "brought up
right."
mentioned was the December 1997
Murray Police Detective Mark
shooting at Heath High School.
McCuiston noted students don't
"I'm not suggesting this is going live in a "rosy world."
to solve all the big things, but it
"As long as we get to the probcan help," Steele said. "It gives lem and solve it, that's the imporkids a really good chance to talk tant thing," McCuiston said. "We
to someone."
just want to keep (something) from
But Brewer said he thought get- happening."
ting students involved was wrong
Dr. Wallace Swan, a retired
and that they should be taught to English professor at MSU, also
go to their parents, who could opposed the proposal. He questhen handle the matter.
tioned whether it violates the rights
Steele and several board mem- of the accused to face their accusbers argued that many students don't ers.
have a relationship with their parBrewer also said the anonyents or teachers that makes them mous tip line would prevent stufeel comfortable to talk to them dents from learning to take responabout such matters.
sibility for their actions. He noted
"Not all students have good something is already "wrong with
parents," said Samantha Burke, a the system," thus leading to the
deputy with the Calloway County need of such things as alternative
Sheriff's Department who provides schools.
security at Calloway County MidKathy Adams, director of
dle School.
CCHS's alternate program, then told
Mike Clayton, a sheriff's deputy of her experiences following the
who provides security at Calloway death last fall of her 20-year-old
County High School, said 40 to step-son, Josh Adams, from a
45 percent of the students in the cocaine overdose.

From Page 1

In the days after his death, school principals, as well as parseven students told Adams stories ents and superintendents.
"It's not just a police matter;
about Josh and drugs, she said.
"I wish before Oct. 11 one of it's also a school matter," Franklin
them had come to me and told said.
me my son had a drug problem,"
He also said the proposal needs
she said.
to be studied more to see how it
Swan's wife, Kathy Lyons, who worked in other areas.
The board then asked Steele to
is trying to get on the November
ballot as a lieutenant governor hope- gather more information and return
ful for the Independent Party, asked to a future meeting.
if the proposal duplicated the curThe next meeting begins at noon
rent Crime Stoppers tip line.
April 12 at Pagliai's on Chestnut
That line offers rewards lead- Street.
In other matters, the board:
ing to the arrest and conviction
• Approved a resolution drafted by
of criminals; the proposed toll-free
Assistant County Attorney Chip Adams
line does not.
that recognized the contributions of
Steele also noted the regular the late Murray Police Detective Mike
line deals with adults, while the Jump and the sorrow of his Nov. 29
proposed line would deal with death.
juveniles.
• Heard a report that contributions
Lyons also said the proposal to Crime Stoppers is up to $2,380,
could allow students who are angry led by a recent $150 donation from
with their parents or a fellow stu- WPSD-TV in Paducah.
dent to make a call to get revenge.
• Authorized Crimestoppers Board
Murray Superintendent W.A. President Stuart Alexander to send out
Franklin said the proposal should another round of letters seeking donaalso include participation by the tions.

City-county effort nets drug arrests
Staff Report
said.
They found seven ounces of
Murray Ledger & Times
Another city-county effort has marijuana; several prescription
resulted in the arrest of three drugs, some not in their proper concounty residents on felony drug- tainer; more than $2,000 cash; and
trafficking charges.
pipes, rolling papers and weighing
Members of the Calloway scales, Scott said.
James remained in the Calloway
County Sheriffs Department's narcotics division, with help from their County Jail Tuesday morning in
Murray Police Department's coun- lieu of a $2,500 cash or property
terpart, on Monday arrested Ellen bond. She is charged with secondElizabeth James, Marion Elizabeth degree trafficking in a controlled
Schaefer and William H. Vaughn, substance, a Class C felony; second-offense trafficking in mariSheriff Stan Scott said.
James, 70, and Vaughn, 38, live juana, a Class D felony; and posat the same Radio Road residence, session of drug paraphernalia, a
which authorities bearing a warrant Class A misdemeanor.
Vaughn, who was released from
searched Monday afternoon, Scott

•Nixon ...
From Page 1
rice Department trying to score legal
and political points in a courtroom setting," he said.
On the October 1971 tape, an
angry Nixon calls an INS employee in California a "kike," a derogatory term for a Jewish person. The
worker had a role in the arrest of
36 illegal Mexican immigrants
working at a food processing plant
owned by former U.S. Treasurer
Romana Banuelos, who was
appointed by Nixon and was then
awaiting Senate confirmation.
Nixon also indicates he wants
to make trouble for former INS

Ron J. Cavanagh, M.D., M.P.H.

Commissioner Raymond Farrell. He
tells Mitchell: "I want you to scare
him to within an inch of his life."
In other conversations, Nixon
discusses the drinking habits of
then-House Speaker Carl Albert,
D-Okla. When referring to Stewart, who was appointed to the
Supreme Court by President Eisenhower, Nixon says: He's "
.a little
dumb." Stewart died in 1985.
The Nixon estate is seeking to
collect $35 million in compensation and $175 million in compounded interest for tapes, photos, films and papers the government seized after Nixon left office.
The government contends the
estate is entitled to nothing, but
that if some compensation must
be made, the fair market value of
the materials would be no more
than $2.2 million plus compounded interest. The trial is the culmination of an 18-year legal battle.

Announces the expansion of
his outpatient practice at

receiving a credit card, a Class D
felony and two counts of receiving
stolen property less than $300 and
theft by unlawful taking less than
$300, both Class A misdemeanors.
She was released from jail Monday afternoon on a $2,500 cash
bond.
Meanwhile, Greenville, Ill.,
authorities are holding a Poplar
Bluff, Mo., man for city police,
who plan to charge him with felony
theft for allegedly renting a car locally and failing to return it.
City police plan to pick up Hugh
Edward Scott, 53, this week and
charge him with theft by deception
more than $300, a Class D felony.
Scott allegedly rented the car
from Haley's Rental and Sales on
South 12th Street last month.

IN Education

proposals to reduce class size and
hire new teachers.
"I have offered as many different innovative ways with which
to break this impasse as I can
think of, short of just caving and
giving up all of our rights as senators to offer education amendments
on an education bill," said Democratic Senate leader Thomas
Daschle of South Dakota.
The Democratic amendments
include a plan that would add to
a $1.2 billion program passed last
year to help the nation's school
districts hire thousands of new
teachers.
Republicans have resisted putting issues such as the class size
proposal into the "ed-flex" bill,
saying they should be saved for
later this year when Congress
begins debating the reauthorization of another major education
bill — the Elementary and Secondary Education Act.

playing politics," Ridge said in an
interview.
Ever since education emerged
as a key issue in last November's
congressional elections, lawmakers have been scrambling to take
credit for action on the issue.
• "This bill is simply being held
hostage by politics," said Sen.
Judd Gregg, R-N.H. "After someone goes out and talets another
poll or does another focus group,
I imagine we'll have more proposals."
But Democrats say the haggling
is actually a referendum on their

To Subscribe
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Psychiatry

jail Tuesday morning on a $500 unsecured bond, is charged with misdemeanor marijuana possession
and trafficking charges.
Schaefer, 46, of Puryear, Tenn.,
who was at the James' home at the
time of the search, is charged with
felony trafficking in a controlled
substance and misdemeanor counts
of marijuana trafficking and possession of drug paraphernalia. She
remained in jail Tuesday in lieu of
a $2,500 cash-only bond.
Scott said his office has a warrant for a fourth suspect, who lives
at the James residence.
In other reports, deputies arrested Alisha Adams, 28, of East Y
Drive, Monday at the county judicial building on an indictment from
a Calloway County Grand Jury.
She is charged with unlawfully
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FROM OUR READERS
Racers continue
MSU tradition

keting campaign to the greatest sporting event of
the year. March Madness!
Millions of families across the country were
glued to their televisions during the NCAA Selection Show on Sunday. The next stop is the game
Dear Editor:
against Ohio State.
On Feb. 27, Coach Tevester Anderson and the
Another two hours of MSU marketing
what
first edition of his Runnin' Racers extended the a deal!
most cost-effective marketing campaign in Murray
In 11 of the last 12 years, MSU's basketball
State University history. That's right, marketing.
teams have won or shared a portion of their conThe MSU marketing team that runs side-by-side ference title.
with Coach T's team consists of linuny Carter,
No other university in the country can top that.
E.W. Dennison and Tab Brockman.
Not Duke, UCLA or even UK can share that accoThey are writing another chapter in "How to lade, nor the current longest
home winning streak
Run a National Marketing Campaign Based on in the country.
Tevester and the Racers."
Many great coaches with different styles and
Coach Anderson and his staff were the lead personalities have contributed
to this mark of excelstory in the Feb. 23 issue of USA Today sports lence, but the constant is
"The Program."
section. The half-page story with the color picture
What does this mean to MSU and our comof "T" would cost $83,000 if purchased as adver- munity? My research comes
to a grand total of
tising.
$200,000 in advertising for Murray and our uniThe following week. ESPN's two hours of cov- versity. Not a bad marketing
campaign!
erage moved MSU into the national spotlight right
So, whenever anyone questions the importance
along with UK and Louisville.
of college basketball at our university or comCoach Anderson, with his keen eye for round- plains that the RSEC doesn't
have adequate parkball talent, also knows how to milk a good mar- ing, tell them to turn on
national TV and be proud
keting dollar. He kept the national TV audience of what Coach Anderson
and his staff accomplished
for the duration, then handed the ball to SEMO this year. It's pretty good
for a rookie coach.
killer, Aubrey Reese.
Congratulations, T and team! You have earned
The 5.1 seconds of The Shot (a.k.a. Play of the the invitation to this Big Dance.
Day) was shown over and over on NCB, ABC,
CBS, CNN and ESPN, with the words "Murray
Kenny Roth
State University" repeated with every clip.
1608 Hermitage
Tevester and his troops now will take their marMurray, KY 42071
-

EVEN T7--/ouGH TNEVRE
SOMETIMES CRUEL AND BRUTAL,
TY TO PEMEMBER -MAT
PEOPLE ARE ANPMALS,Too.

Until he was about 12, Richard
Paxton's exposure to the arts
amounted to attendance at high
school plays and musicals - whatever was available in his home
town of Paducah.
And then he visited New York
City and saw live theater on
Broadway.
The experience was an eyeopener.
"We didn't have access to
those kinds of opportunities," he
said. "Nothing I'd seen at home
compared to it."
Years later, after graduating
from Notre Dame and rising to
the position of president and general manager of WPSD, the NBC
affiliate in Paducah, Paxton took
another arts-related trip.
This one was to Owensboro
where he saw school buses lined
up outside the Riverpark Center.
Students from western Kentucky
- including McCracken and Hickman counties - had been bussed
all the way to Daviess County
for a live musical performance.
In another few years, when Paxton and the other board members of the Four Rivers Center
achieve ambitious fundraising
goals, children from Murray,
Mayfield, Benton and other communities in the region will not
have to spend hours on the West
Kentucky Parkway to enjoy cultural programming.
Instead, they can come to the
Four Rivers Center, right in downtown Paducah.
Adults who used to trek to
Nashville or St. Louis, Louisville
or Chicago, will also take advantage of an array of artistic oppor-

tunities at the 1,800-seat, stateof-the-art facility.
As one step in the fundraising process, the Paxton Media
Group is sponsoring a special
concert March 13.
Notre Dame's prestigious allmale chorus will perform at 7:30
p.m. in Paducah's Tilghman Auditorium.
Proceeds from the concert go
to the Four Rivers Center for
the Performing Arts, which is targeted for completion in the early
part of the next century.
A Notre Dame alum and former member of the all-male glee
club himself, Paxton cannot contain his enthusiasm when he talks
about why people from Murray
should come to Paducah for the
onetime performance.
"The sound of an all-male collegiate chorus can't be replicated," he explained. "It is so unique,
so pure. We're used to sopranoalto-tenor-bass, but this is different. Anyone who comes to the
concert will enjoy the chorus.
You just can't not like it."
The famed singing group will
perform a crowd-pleasing program
that spans centuries and cultures.
Works of classical composers
are on the bill, side-by-side with
Irish folk songs and African-American spirituals.

When tobacco companies claim
that studies about a connection
between smoking and lung cancer
are inconclusive, the public is
mostly skeptical, even disbelieving.
Similar skepticism should be
directed at a study that concludes
mothers who are employed full-time
outside the home are not harming when that precious
increastheir children.
ingly short.
The study was conducted by
And the person who spends the
the University of Massachusetts. most time with a child inevitably
Amherst, a hotbed of liberalism, becomes the greatest influence on
feminism and co-ed bathrooms.
the child.
Like those who church shop
In their book "A Generation at
until they find a theology that fits Risk: Growing Up in an Era of
their lifestyle choices, this study Family Upheaval," sociologists Paul
sounds as if it were commissioned Amato and Alan Booth write that
for women who think they can daughters of employed mothers are
microwave their children's lives and "at
an
increased
risk
of
dinners at the end of long work- divorce When
mothers
were
days.
employed full-time (compared with
I'm not buying it, no matter those who were employed parthow "scholarly" the study appears. time or not in the labor force),
Several previous studies reached the risk that daughters would see
different conclusions, suggesting a their own marriages end in divorce
connection between absentee moth- is 166 percent higher."
ers and troubled children.
The U-Mass. study focused on
Robert Rector, a senior policy women employed outside the home,
analyst for family issues at the so we cannot fully comprehend
Heritage Foundation, says many the impact of full-time work on
mothers want more time with their children because the little ones
children, but feel pressured to work were not interviewed.
to pay bills, a huge percentage of
But increasing numbers of
which are taxes.
women are tiring of the work grind
"Forty percent of the working- and returning home.
woman's income (in a dual-earnThey say their children are more
er household)," says Rector, "goes important, at least in the younger
for taxes, not to sustain her fam- years.
ily."
Lynda Resnick, a co-owner and
He adds that young children in vice chairman of Roll International
day care often exhibit poor lan- Corporation. told Forbes Magazine
guage patterns, which even the U- she bought the feminist line that
Mass. survey concluded, though it women can have it all - career, a
notes such problems eventually go great marriage and healthy, wellaway.
adjusted children.
Left out of the study are the
"It's a lie," she now says. "You
parents. Among the joys of par- can't have it all. Something has
enting are quality and quantity to give I'll tell you this my
time spent with children.
daughter-in-law is home with my
Is parenting simply biological, grandchildren, and it makes me very
or is it something infinitely more happy."
valuable, requiring time to nurture
Women are right to be conand to be nurtured?
cerned that they have been lied
Parents give and should receive to when it comes to their chilthe blessings that come from the dren and "quality" day care from
company of innocence in an age unrelated workers.

in keeping with Notre Dame
tradition, the concert will also
feature "Notre Dame We Hail
Thee," and "Notre Dame Our
Mother." The rousing finale, guaranteed to bring the audience to
its collective feet, will be the
famed song of the Fighting Irish.
the "Notre Dame Victory March."
Glee club alumni, Paxton
included, will join the chorus on
stage for the big finish.
Tickets are $15 for reserved
patron seating; $10 for general
admission, and $7 for students.
"It's a good cause," claimed
Paxton. "The Four Rivers Center
will be beneficial to everyone in
the region. With 1,800 seats, it
will offer a range of cultural and
artistic entertainment that no other
facility in the region can accommodate."
Paxton looks forward to bringing his own children to performances that he had to go all
the way to New 'York to experience. He imagines Broadway
shows, ballet, opera, classical theater and other enriching entertainment for audiences of all ages.
Best of all, the Four Rivers
Center will be right in our own
backyard.
For ticket information and
reservations for the March 13
concert, call 502-443-9932

cAus Tuoucirrs

March 2 — The Financial Times, London, on
the European Union's agricultural policy:
In spite of having barely three weeks left to
reach agreement, France ... demanded and won a
postponement in the European Union negotiations
on reforming the common agricultural policy.
It is hard to see what any delay can achieve.
Capping the CAP is an essential precondition for
any deal on Agenda 2000, the package aimed at
a general reform of the EU finances.
If that cannot be agreed before the end of this
month, it probably will not be agreed before the
end of 1999, at the earliest.
An outsider to the arcane process of CAP negotiations might think it logical that France, the most
important farm producer in the EU, should be
fighting a last-ditch battle to preserve the old system of price support, which has resulted in mountains of excess produce over the years.
Nothing could be further from the truth. Thanks
to 40 years of subsidies, France now has probably the most efficient agricultural sector in the
EU. The majority of its farmers can compete
extremely well on world markets without any subsidies at all. And yet they still demand their cash.

tive and Netanyahu may risk losing the elections
next May, just like it happened to Shimon Peres
in 1996. ...
In reality, only Syria and Iran can stop the
Hezbollah guerrilla.
March 3 — The Sydney (Australia) Morning
Herald, on prospect of independence or autonomy from Indonesia for East Timor:
It is vital to disarm groups whose murderous
attacks inflame the passion for revenge, escalate
violence and so jeopardize hopes of reconciliation
among East Timorese. Without reconciliation there
can be no peace. The problem of paramilitary
groups, many armed by Indonesia, will have to be
faced if it persists. (Australian Foreign Minister
Alexander) Downer is right to rule out for the
time being a U.N. peacekeeping force. The primary responsibility for stabilizing the situation in
East Timor rests with the Indonesian Government
and the people of East Timor. They are the ones
who will have to live together. ...

March 2 — Clarin, Buenos Aires, on Guatemala
truth commission:
In Guatemala, the Commission for Historical
March 1 — II Giornale, Milan, on the Hezbol- Clarification has just delivered its report on the
lah attack against Israel:
violence witnessed by that country in the 36 years
The Hezbollah attack against Israel last Sunday leading up to the signing of a peace accord in
in Lebanon was a hard blow to Israel's military 1996. It is an account of the hell created by the
and political prestige.
conflict between superpowers, by authoritarian rule
Not only do Hezbollah guerrilla fighters seem and by poverty.
to have improved their tactics, they also seem to
In that small Central American nation, whose
have moles inside Israel's commands. ...
population is about 12 million inhabitants, politiThe Israeli responses all seem inadequate to cal violence caused the death and disappearance of
counter the Shiite guerrilla. To any retaliation from more than 200,000 people.
Israel, Hezbollah responds with a counter-reprisal
And the report
holds the army and secunty
in southern Lebanon. ...
forces responsible for the vast majority of the
It is a serious political concern for (Prime Min- crimes. ... The land of the Mayas suffered a long
ister Benjamin) Netanyahu. Despite his threats war which, in addition to the huge number of vicagainst the Hezbollah. Netanyahu knows he can- tims, left the national territory devastated and much
not provide an effective response.
of the population in great poverty.
If the military response is limited, then it will
Shedding light on the events of the past is an
produce no effects. If it is a massive attack against important step toward the consolidation of the peace
Lebanon or Syria, then it can be counterproduc- process.

Various polls that ask the proper questions have found a large
majority of women with children
under 18 say their relationship
with those children, not job satisfaction, is more important to their
personal happiness.
We don't need more federal
money for day care, as President
Clinton has proposed.
States are flush with unspent
Aid to Families with Dependent
Children funds, should they choose
to use them.
We need a tax cut so women
who want to stay home with their
children have that choice.
Children are often portrayed as
burdens to parents, impediments
to personal and career goals.
This attitude contributes to abortion for millions and day care for
many of the rest.
Part of being human is loving
and rearing your own child.
If it is to be done well, this
requires time.
The U-Mass, study may comfort those who want to believe its
conclusions.
But a real study would quiz
the children.
And it would poll the mothers
who have quit work to learn what
led them to a higher calling and
deeper satisfaction than the office.

II.S. SEN. JIM BUNNING
818 Hart Senate Offlce Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
202-224-1156 (Washington)

U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNEU,
31114 Ravel Semmie Oilke Belding
Washington, D.C. 20510
202424-2541 (Washington)
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We salute girl!

Cadette Girl Scouts are pictured on Johnson Square
in Savannah, making wishes at the water fountain.

Senior Girl Scouts Nicki Jones and Tarynn Rotterman are pictured at the 75th birthday singa-long in Henderson.

During the 1998 Labor Dc
45 girls from Calloway Cot
hours on a chartered bus ti
ga•
Their goal was to visit t
'Juliette gordon Low, tow
girl Scout movement.
While in Savannah, the
Low's house and earned th•
the Weasel" patch.
After a quick change ol
was off for a ride on the 1
Riverboat out on the oceai
The girls also enjoyed
Tybee 9sland Science Alm
they earned a patch.
The final evening in Sal
girls ate at the famous "pi
restaurant and enjoyed a
buggy ride.

girl Scouts
is a United
Way agency.

Retail Appliance Dealer
Opal Hart - Owner
Bel- Air Center • Murray, KY
753-2310

TERMITE 8. PEST CONTROL CO
Sinew Th. Jackson Purdue. ANN Saw tan

Scouts, working the bugs out of our future!
Murray & CaSkyway Co.
(502) 753-6433
121 N. Bypass Murray

Toil Fres Outside
Calloway Co
14100-264-1433

Murray Girl Scout leaders are pictured with Kentuckiana's executive director and president.

Girls are pictured earning a patch
in Savannah.

"America's finest have to start somewhere
— Scouts, Americas future!"

We Proudly Support Our
Local Girl Scouts

Girl Scouts are pictured on the steps at one of
the camp cabins.

Girl Sc(
girls co

Senior Girl Scouts and their leader fish
for mice at camp.

'Your GE, Jenn Air & Hotpoint Dealer"
753-1586
212 E. Main St.

CopyPlus
1301 Chestnut St. • Murray • 753-7117
Being self-reliant is importa,nt in life
and one of the things a Scout learns
We proudly support scouts in all
their endeavors.

Donald E. Henry
302 Main
Office 75349935

Horne 753-1540

about
our youth.
They are our
future!

We care

APPLE TREE SCHOOL
,
.tadium View Dr.

Tori Hicks and Crystal Brumley are pictured in front of the Girl
Scout
sign.

Crystal Brumley works on earning the "Pop Goes the Weasel"
patch at the Girl Scout Museum.

753-9356

FAIN I
A Great Little Seafood
Place

SEAFOOD
Chestnut Hills • 753-9383

.... Beverly
Total Cleaning Service Derries

759.4222

Owner

Auto
Home
Busino
A troth

"We are helping
614 S. 4th cr. •
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oel Scout Week!

te 1998 Labor Day Weekend,
Dm Calloway County rode 12
chartered bus to Savannah,

al was to visit the home of
ordon Low, founder of the
movement.
Savannah, the girls toured
;e and earned the "Pop goes
I" patch.
quick change of clothes, it
r a ride an the River Street
out on the ocean.
; also enjoyed visiting the
and Science Museum where
!d a patch.
I evening in Savannah, the
t the famous "Pirate House"
• and enjoyed a ghost story

Girl Scouts are pictured dancing on a paddleboat in Savannah.

"To inspire girls with
the highest ideals of
character, conduct,
patriotism and service that they may
become happy and
resourceful citizens."
-- Girl Scouts of the
USA
mission statement

Girl Scouts are pictured at Camp Bear Creek.

Girl Scouts Hold the Banner

HIGH!

We Proudl Support These
Leaders of Tommoro‘‘.

Girl Scouts plan
weekly events

are pictured earning a patch from the Tybee Island
vannah.

Girl Scout leaders are pictured showing the incentives the
girls could earn by selling QSP magazines.

Fish

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
The Girl Scouts of American
are celebrating National Girl Scout
Week this week with a number
of activities and special days.
Monday kicked off the weeklong activities with Adult Day.
Adults were encouraged wear articles of Girl Scout clothing c_21:1
memorabilia In Wirk_tbat day.
The rest of the week will feature days that are designed to include specific age levels. Tuesday is Cadet Senior Day, Wednesday is Junior Day, Thursday is
Brownies Day, Friday is Daisies
Day and Saturday is a day for
the collective organizations and agegroups.
Ronda Gibson, membership
development coordinator for the
Kentuckiana Girl Scout Council in
Paducah, said that Girl Scouts is
really an organization for all ages.
"Most people only think of
Brownies and Girl Scouts and kind
of leave out the younger groups
like Daisies," she said.
Gibson said that the Girl Scouts
will also be involved in Community projects during the week.

"Center-wise, we're doing a
service project with the humane
society," she said. "People are
donating items like paper towels
and dog and cat food."
One of the more recent local
community services conducted during National Girl Scout Week was
a blood drive, during which leaders recruited friends and family
members to donate blood.
The Mayfield Girl Scouts organization will be having Do A Good
Deed Day on March 10 and a
sock-hop on March 12.
Gibson said that the week is
designed to celebrate the origins
of the Girl Scouts.
"The Girl Scouts were started
about this time in 1912," she said.
"This is a really busy .time for
leaders."
In honor of the efforts of their
busy leaders, April 22 has been
scheduled as Leader Appreciation
Day.
The month of March also marks
the last month that the Girl Scouts
will be selling their famous cookies, so people should make efforts
to support their local scouts while
they can.

(112 South gth • 75i 57t)

Pride In Scouting!
West Kentucky's Oldest
:11MIEN
Volume Dealer
=131
Parker
113112321Ell

I Ford Lincoln-Mercury
ItC231111
1121=1
MEM

701 Main Street

(502)753-5273

Murray, KY 42071

WAL*MART
SIPERCENTER
ALWAYS LOW PRICES ALWAYS WAL MART

809 North 12th Street

We care about
our youth.
They are our
future!

Thanks, Girl Scouts, for teaching
our youth values to live by and
ideals to strive for.

lp Goes the Weasel"
Girl Scouts from Calloway County spent Labor Day Weekend in Savannah, Ga., touring the home of
Juliette
Gordon Low, the founder of the Girl Scout movement.

Bonded &
Insured
_ Beverly

ktIOMi

Thornton Tile
6 Marble

Detries
Owner

The National Scouting Museum
Salutes the Girl Scouts

FAIN INSURANCE
Auto
Home
Business 74Zr.ffa

Life
Health

Murray Family YMCA w
builds strong kids,
strong families, strong communities. 11

Ready Mix Concrete

A troditsam im ter-we +Ince 1981

"We are helping to take care of our youth."
614 S. 4th t. • Murray, KY • (502) 753-0632

641 North • Almo, Ky
753-0277 • 759-1090

753-5227

4114Y, kE1.
4•0.°-*.'

On the Murray Stale
University Campus
Open March-Nov. 30
762-3383
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Project Graduation
events scheduled
This is national Girl Scout Week. Our local Girl Scouts are
observing this in many different ways.
One of the special coming events will be the Brownie Girl
Scout Day Fair to be held during the Calloway County Spring
Break of April 5 to 9. Girl Scout Troop #1173 is sponsoring
the fair at the Girl Scout cabin on Sharpe Street from 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m. each day. A hot lunch and two snacks will be served.
Also the brownie will earn a try-it each day.
in the fair call Cheryl Hicks at 753-6654 or
If interest
436-5619 or Darke Brumley at 759-4550 for more information.

Kindergarten registration tonight
Pre-registration for kindergarten at Murray Elementary School
will be tonight (Tuesday) from 6 to 7:30 p.m. at the school. To
enter kindergarten, children must be 5 by Oct. 1, 199.

Oaks' ladies plan event
The ladies of the Oaks Country Club will play bridge on Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. at the club. For reservations or cancellations call
Sue Wells, hostess, at 753-3671.

Reunion meeting Thursday
The 1979 Murray High School class will meet Thursday at 6:30
p.m. at the Snappy Tomato to plan for the 20-year class reunion.
All class members are urged to attend.
•

Prayer Coffee Thursday
Murray Christian Women's Club will have a prayer coffee Thursday at 9:30 a.m. at the home of Pat Wood, Irvin Cobb Road, Murray. Carpooling will be from the First Baptist Church parking lot
at South Fourth and Maple Streets. For information call 436-2349.

Project Graduation for Calloway
County High School has three
fund-raising events planned during this month.
The funds will be used for the
all-night event for the seniors of
CCHS after the graduation ceremonies.
On Wednesday, a special Rebate
Night will be at Sirloin Stockade.
A portion of the proceeds from
that night will go to Project Graduation.
Pictured are members of Murray Elementary School Chess
Team at the regional tournament at Murray State UniversitY•

Elementary team
wins at tournament
The Murray Elementary School
Chess Team competed in the Kentucky Scholastic Regional Chess
Tournament held Feb. 20 at the
Murray State University Curris
Center ballroom.
The group won first and second in the team tournament.

Winning individual awards were
Chess Volp, first place; Tony Pfannerstill, second place; Patrick Hughes, Daniel Hughes and Jacob Hines,
third place; Alex Adams,fifth place;
Eric Holzapfel and Jeremiah Harris, sixth place; Matthew Hines
and Jamison Massey.

MES meetings Thursday
Murray Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council
will meet Thursday at 4:30 p.m. in the guidance office of the
school. The Textbook Committee will meet at 3:30 p.m. Thursday
in Kandi Dawson's room.

Relay for Life event Thursday

Do
joir

HOSPITAL REPORTS
Dismissals and one expiration
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for March 3 have been released
as follows:
Dismissals
Mrs. Mary Allie Gardner, Dover,
Tenn.; Lennis Toy Wyatt, New
Concord;
Mrs. Myrtle Lee Scarbrough,
Puryear, Tenn.; Ms. Barbara Potts,
Kirksey;
Mrs. Wilma E. Lyles, Ms. Tara
Ann Hale, Miss Madison Anastasia Owsley,
C.W. Scott, Samuel K. Holt,
Joel Donald Maulding,
Mrs. Marilyn Ruth Yunker and
baby girl, Mrs. Martha Ett Cole,
Mrs. Freda Armstrong, Mrs.
Sherry Kay Purdom, Timothy Joel
Wilson,
Harry E. Sabella, Mrs. Ila Nell
Zaremba, Ms. Julia Jean Woods,
Miss Carla Ann Jackson and Ladd
E. Horn, all of Murray.
Expiration
Mrs. Thelma DePriest, Murray.

A rebate night for the Relay for Life Cancer Team from Food
Services at Murray State University will be Thursday from 5 p.m.
to closing at Mr. Gatti's. A portion of the receipts will be donated to the Relay for Life team. Also the team has a Kicks beanie
baby to give away March 12 with tickets SI each or six for $5.

Murray Elementary school

Car washes are planned for Saturday at Hardee's Restaurant and
Wal-Mart.
Another yard sale will be March
27 at the National Guard Armory.
More items are needed for this
sale. They should be boxed and
marked when leaving them at the
armory.
"We appreciate all the support
given to this important event for
the seniors' Project Graduation,"
a parent said.

Ten
wood u
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Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for March 4 have
been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Wease baby boy, parents. Lilly
and Jason, Cadiz;
Parkhurst twins, a girl and a
boy, mother, Kathryn Nichols,
Gilbertsville.
Dismissals
Miss Tina Marie Ives, Benton;
Mrs. Toni Lee Fancher, Puryear,
Tenn.; Mrs. Sharon Kaye Price,
Hardin;
Mrs. Bonnie Lou Wade and Mrs.
Shawnonn Morris Sumner and baby
girl, all of Cadiz;
Ms. Roselyn McClure Bucy,
James Everett Hughes, Marvin
Thomas Johnson,
Mrs. Julie M. Boles and baby
girl, Joe D. Grogan,
Mrs. Tammie Sue Adams and
baby boy, Mrs. Edna Elizabeth
Robinson,
Nathan Koehler and Danny
Mason Rogers, all of Murray.
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Pictured are members of the Murray Middle School Chess
Team at the regional tournament at Murray State University.

RT.
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MMS team wins honors
The Murray Middle School
Chess Team recently competed in
the Kentucky Scholastic Regional
Chess Tournament.
The group was divided into
two teams for the tournament.
They won both first and second
place in the team events.
Winning individual awards were
Blake McCuiston and Nathan

Crafton, co-champions; Randy
Finch, second place; Todd Buck,
fourth place; Justin Arnold, fifth
place; Sarah Hines, Tony Costa,
Alex Gustafson, Carl Benson and
Will Pitman.
The group competed in the
Kentucky State Scholarship Chess
Team Tournament in Louisville
March 6.

Playhouse in the Park
proudly presents

First Year Primary

REGISTRATION

Last Weekend!

Tuesday, March 9, 6:30-7:30 p.m.

Thur., Fri., Sat. 8:60
and Sunday 2:00

• To enroll in Murray Elementary School, your child must be five
years old on or before October I, 1999.
• Bring a copy of your child's birth certificate, a Kentucky
certificate of immunization, and your child's social security
number. Your child should attend too.
• Parents may choose to register their children for Kids' Company,
Murray Elementary's afterschool childcare program.
• Parents may also enroll younger children who meet certai
guidelines in Murray preschool/Head Start.

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program

Call For Openings

Special Wednesday
Performance
7:30 p.m.

7534227

For Reservations call the
Playhouse Box Office

109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071

502-759-1752

Ages 0-5
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The Murray Woman's Club presents a $1,200 pledge to the
1999 United Way Campaign to Peggy Billington, second
left, director of the Calloway County United Way. Board
members pictured, from left, are Neva Grey Allbritten, Laura
Lohr, Linda Scott, Lois Pharris, Martha Cratton and Mary
Ann Russell.

Hardin TOPS names officers
Melissa Young was elected as
leader for 1999 for the Hardin Chapter No. 495 of TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) at its recent meeting.
Other officers elected were Betty
Haley, co-leader; Linda Fennel,
secretary; Carol Brunn, treasurer;
Dina Brandon, weight recorder;
Randy Brandon, assistant weight

recorder.
Appointed officers were Doris
Duncan, program chairman; June
Pritchett, awards and charms; Brenda Duncan, publicity chairman.
The chapter meets each Tuesday night at the Hardin Library.
The first visit is free. For more
information call Duncan at 7538966.

VOLUNTEER
otiorl

Immino

9Niaag4i`r
Be the hit of the parade in mother/daughter
dresses custom-sewn by Sheila Bourland
ilk CALL TODAY FOR YOUR APPT.

Open Flouse for New Students
Registration is a good time to introduce
your child to Murray Elementary School.
Please plan on visiting our classrooms to
'talk with the teachers. PTO officers,
. school council members, bus drivers,
and other school support workers will
also be on hand to welcome children
'.and answer parents' questions. The
. children can even take part in a
scavenger hunt which takes them on a
- tour of the rooms. We want them to
look forward to coming to Murray Elementary in August'

767-0579

Enjoy Gift Shopping at...

•

Pirouette
Fashions
Open Monday-Friday 11-6, Saturday 11-4
-U,
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ENGLISH FARMS
Create a wonderful gift by making your own
selections or let us choose our favorite gourmet foods and candtes.
We can even help you shop for those 'hard to buy for people."

ALL BOXED CHOCOLATES
20% OFF
Through the month of March

THE MURRAY INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
RALOSOLVf VII

T]

Please Call

753-0921 or
fax 753-6909

10th & Arcadia • M-F 9-5

START A HOME BASED BUSINESS.
WORK FLEXIBLE HOURS.
ENJOY UNLIMITED EARNINGS.

AVON

11

CALL TOLL FREE(800) 735-8867.

A Tradition of Excellence
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William Truman Smith

Mrs. Fara Lee Humphreys, 84, Murray, formerly of Mayfield,
died Monday, March 8, 1999, at noon at West View Nursing
Home, Murray.
She is a retired employee of the ASCS office and Liberty Savings Bank, Mayfield. She is a member of Williams Chapel Church
of Christ and of Federal Retired Employees Association.
Her husband, Hassell Humphreys, one sister, Mrs. Opal Morris
Richardson, and one brother, Raymond Morris, preceded her in
death. She was the daughter of the late Albert Morris and Edna
Howard Morris.
Mrs. Humphreys is survived by several nieces and nephews.
Graveside services will be Wednesday at 10 a.m. at Highland
Park Cemetery, Mayfield. Lindon Ferguson will officiate.
Visitation will be at Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield, from 5 to
8 p.m. today (Tuesday).

Single mom wins custody battle
with politically powerful couple

Dogwood trees available by
joining Arbor Day Foundation
Ten free white flowering dogwood trees will be given to each
person who joins The National
Arbor Day Foundation during
March 1999.
The free trees are part of the
nonprofit Foundation's Trees for
America campaign.
"White flowering dogwoods will
add year-round beauty to your
home and neighborhood," John
Rosenow, the Foundation's president, said. "Dogwoods have showy
spring flowers, scarlet autumn
foliage, and red berries which attract
songbirds all winter."
The trees will be shipped post-

paid at the right time for planting between March 1 and May
31 with enclosed planting instructions. The six-to-12 inch trees are
guaranteed to grow or they will
be replaced free of charge.
Members also receive a subscription to Arbor Day, the Foundation's monthly publication, and
The Tree Book with information
about tree planting and care.
To become a member of the
Foundation and receive the free
trees, send a $10 contribution to
TEN FREE DOGWOOD TREES,
National Arbor Day Foundation,
100 Arbor Avenue, Nebraska City,
NE 68410, by March 31.

Wrather Museum to
host Red Cross display
Wrather West Kentucky Museum located on the campus of Murray State University will host a
historical display in honor of
National Red Cross Month in March
and a reception for the public on
March 11 from 4:30-6:30 p.m.
The display includes authentic
prisoner of war bulletins sent to
the Red Cross for family notification, letters, and general information about Red Cross founder
Clara Barton, as well as Murray's
local chapter.

The reception will launch the
direct mail fundraising campaign
for the Red Cross to be held this
month. Members of the Red Cross
Disaster Team will also be on
hand to give public tours of its
emergency response vehicle.
Museum hours for Wrather West
Kentucky Museum are 8:30 a.m.4 p.m., Monday through Friday;
and 10 a.m.-1 p.m. on Saturday.
There is no charge for admission
at the museum.
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CHICAGO (AP) — It was a
battle that turned on drugs, race
and politics. At stake was the fate
of a 3-year-old boy.
Recovering cocaine addict Tina
Olison on Monday won custody
of her son, known as Baby T,
after a court fight in which she
faced one of Chicago's most powerful political couples.
"I just thank God for the chance
to have a relationship with my
child," Olison said. "... This means
more to me than anything."
Judge Judith Brawka decided
that foster parents Edward and Anne
Burke, who are white, should transfer custody of the boy to Olison,
who is black, over a 12-moiith
transition period.
The Burkes became the boy's
foster parents almost at birth three
years ago when the 37-year-old
Olison, a single mother, was fighting cocaine addiction. Baby T was
born with cocaine in his system.
Burke is one of the most powerful aldermen on the Chicago City
Council, serving as chairman of
the Finance Committee. Mrs. Burke
is an appellate judge. His office
did not return a call seeking comment.
Brawka held that the Illinois
Department of Children and Family Services erred in putting no
emphasis on the importance of black
culture in the boy's upbringing.
"Unless the position of the
department is that there is no such
thing as African-American culture,
this issue deserves more attention
than to check a box that says not
applicable," Brawka held.
She also said that the youngster needs to be with his 8-yearold brother, who also is being
returned to Olison under the court
order.
"His relationship with his broth-

er ... is a sweet note in an otherwise discordant symphony," the
judge said.
Brawka is a white suburban Kane
County judge who was brought in
as an outsider to decide a case
with powerful political overtones
in Chicago.
Olison says that she is now off
drugs and has found religion.
"When God is for you, he's
greater than the weight of the
world against you," she told
reporters.
The Burkes had sought to adopt
the boy and have Olison declared
unfit. But last November, Brawka
found that she was now fit to be
his mother.
She warned Olison on Monday,
however, that the custody transfer
could be called off if the transition period doesn't seem to be working out.
"Just as your addiction lasted
for years. I must tell you this case
may not close for a significant
period of time," the judge said.
She also cautioned Olison not
to celebrate a victory.

The funeral for Mrs. Margaret Rose Flanery
will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in 411c-chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. The
Rev. Richard Denton and the Rev. William
Tate will officiate.
Music will be by the Choir of Martin's Chapel
United Methodist
Church, where she was a member.
Pallbearers will be Ralph Robertson, Pat Robertson,
Tom Eldridge,
Bill Martin, Charles Thompson, Ricky Cunning
ham and Don Robinson. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after noon
on Wednesday.
Mrs. Flanery, 56, Murray, died Saturday,
March 6, 1999, at
5:22 a.m, at her home.
One brother, John Sanderson, preceded her in
death. Born May
17, 1942, in Edinburgh, Scotland, she was
the daughter of the late
John and Margaret Sanderson.
Survivors include her husband, Henry Flanery,
and one daughter, Rhea Flanery, Murray; three sisters,
Ms. Jacqelin Sanderson
and Mrs. Ann Harley, Scotland, and Mrs.
Donna Boyes, England.

L.K. (Pink) Pinkley

The funeral for L.K. (Pink) Pinkley will be today at 2 p.m. at
Glendale Road Church of Christ, where he was a member. John
Dale will officiate. Singing will be by the Glendale Road Church
Singers.
Pallbearers will be Chad Roeaersieier, Bret Roedemeier, Ben
Arterburn and Luke Arterbum, all his grandchildren, Garry Evans
and Johnny Bohannon. Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery with arrangements by J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Mr. Pinkley, 83, North 20th Street, Murray, died Sunday, March
7, 1999, at 5 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
He formerly owned and operated Purdom's Furniture Store on
South Fifth Street, Murray. After he sold the store, he continued
to work there until it closed. A veteran of World War 11, he
fought in the Battle of the Bulge and was a prisoner of war.
One sister, Mrs. Ula Barham, preceded him
in death. Born Oct.
31, 1915, in Buena Vista, Tenn., he was
the son of the late
Leonard K. Pinkley and Julia Pinkley.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Frances Curd
Pinkley, to whom
he was married May 8, 1941; one daughter,
Mrs. Kay Anerburn,
Paducah; one sister, Mrs. Ruby Lee McMillan
, (follow Rock,
Tenn.; four grandchildren.

Harold R. Musch
Harold R. Musch, 77, Kirkwood Drive, Murray, died Monday,
March 8, 1999, at 6:44 p.m. at his home.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home will be in charge of funeral
and burial arrangements.

HOG MARKET
-

Report Not Available
Highway 893 to
close Wednesday
The Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet's Department of Highways
will close KY 893 in Calloway
County from MP 16.00 to MP
19.00 (between Crossland and
Hazel) March 10.
The road will be closed from
approximately 8 a.m. until 5 p.m.
This closure is necessary for the
Department of Highways to replace
a pipe. A local detour will be provided using US 641, KY 1828
and KY 783.

NOW 0 NSA ' AYS
8 A.M.-NOON
Monday-Friday 7-5
*New and Used Tires
*Lowest Prices In Town
*Free Mount and
Computer Balance

WARE
HOUSE TIRE
400 Industr
ial Rd.
753-1111

NEW OWNER!
Keith Fain

Investments Since 1854.

RJR sells international tobacco
business, plans spinoff in U.S.

ra
ry

Mrs. Margaret Rose Flanery

Mrs. Fara Lee Humphreys

The funeral for William Truman Smith will be Friday at
11
a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale
and
Garry Evans will officiate. Singing will be Glendale Road
Church
Singers.
Active pallbearers will be Larry Gilbert, Greg Gilbert,
Isaac
Grogan, Bob Hargrove, Gene McDougal and Dwaine Rogers.
Honorary pallbearers will be elders, deacons and members
of the
Young-at-Heart Class of Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Burial
will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. Thursday.
Mr. Smith, 91, Ellis Drive, Murray, died Sunday, March
7,
1999, at 7:30 p.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
A member of Glendale Road Church of Christ, he had retired
as custodian at Calloway County Middle School. Prior to that
he
had worked for 33 years at the former Dale & Stubblefield Drug
Store here.
His wife, Mrs. Inez Brewer Smith, preceded him in death.
Born
June 18, 1907, in Calloway County, he was the son of the
late
W.C. Smith and Joanna Bucy Smith.
Mr. Smith is survived by one son, Jimmy Smith, Sacramento,
Calif.; one sister, Mrs. Modena Wilcock, Metropolis, Ill.;
one
brother, Hubert Smith, Illinois.

BILLS / BILLS / BILLS
Loansfrom $10,000 to $75,000
• No equity required - easy qualifying
• Consolidate bills and reduce monthly payment
• Cut your monthly mortgage payments in half

NEW YORK (AP) — RJR aged buyout to that time.
Nabisco Holdings Corp., the
The company had told analysts
nation's No. 2 cigarette maker, is last month that it was looking to
selling its international tobacco sell or find a partner for its strugbusiness and plans to separate its gling international tobacco business.
remaining food and tobacco interBut it came as a surprise that
ests.
its board had also endorsed a plan
The foreign business is being for subsequent spinoff of the domessold to Japan Tobacco Inc. for tic tobacco business into a sepanearly $8 billion.
rate company. Its R.J. Reynolds
The twin announcements today Tobacco division makes Winston.
would mean a breakup of a com- Camels and Salem cigarettes and
pany that was acquired just over is second in the United States only
a decade ago for about $25 bil- to Philip Morris Cos. Inc., the maker
lion in what was the biggest lever- of Marlboro.

MONTHLY PAYMENT
EXAMPLES

$10,000
$10664

$50,000
$53321

$75,000
$79982

Homeowners Only

\ V110M111)1
Co•roe•Tiok

1-800-819-7010
PAYMENT BASED ON 11 50°. NOTE RATE, 12 649 APR
20 YEAR FIXED TERM 5-25 YEAR LOANS AVAILABLE

Visit our websete... www.rrationwidelendorig.com

FILE EARLY
ELECTRONIC FILING AVAILABLE
FOR FAST REFUND!!
Call Jerry or Rita for any of your tax or bookkeeping needs.

Agricultural Labor Association
Subsidiary of Western
Dark Fired Tobacco Assn.

BURKEEN

Dow Jones Ind. Avg
%93.2 - 34.4 Intel
Air Products
32 4-% Kroger
LG&E
AT&T
87%
Bell South
461* -i• Lucent Tech
Mattel
Briggs & Stratton
49,
Bristol Myers Squibb ....63: unc McDonalds
Caterpillar
49 .
2 Mercantile Bank
Daimler Chrysler
89342/. Merck
Dean Foods
. Microsoft
38 +I
Exxon
701%.
-1 J.C. Penney
Quaker Oats
Ford Motor
60
General Electric
104"•.-1., Schering-Plough
Sears
General Motors
88'.
Texaco
Goodrich
33.
Time Warner
Goodyear
51'.
HopFed Bank*
197.13 20A Union Planters
IBM
178', unc UST
Ingersoll Rand
50'. -'. Wal-Mart

753-6730 or
753-9567 Ext. 106

Prices as
of 9 a.m.
11914.-!.
6211.-!.
231/2-'4
107V2unc
2374 -',
443r.48 +
82'4
161%6+ r.
36'.
52 55.
49`,
66. • 44
28°- +•
91 .

'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this stock
unc - once unchanged

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366

Bookkeeping & Tax Service
— 1300 Hillwood Drive
(Located inside Hill Electric)

Stock Market Report

HILLIARD
DONS

Our Best Inrestment Is You.
J.J B Milliard. W L Lyons. Inc. • Member NYSE and WPC

-SERVING YOUR FARM LABOR NEED
For H-2A/Migrant Worker.;
206 Maple St.• P.O. Box 1054i
Murray, KY 42071-1056
Telephone: 502/759-3300

David R. King

We offer lots
of ways to save
on farm insurance.

Let us help prepare your vehicle for the
upcoming WARM weather.

You can insure your farm with quality Grange Insurance for
less when you qualify for our many special discounts. You'll
discover that our flexible programs
are designed to accommodate the
speciadrneeds of today's farmer.
IN
Call or visit us soon.
Y;gurpartner in protection

if COOLANT CHECK

INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

&IBATTERY CHECK
OIL CHANGES

RADIATOR FLUSH & FILL

M BELT & HOSE REPLACEMENT
fi

901 Sycamore, Murray

COMPLETE TUNEUPS

753-8355

••••••••--..—".
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AutoCare
I'APA
ZW Center
We Install Quality NAPA Paris
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Racers face
OSU at 6:40
p.m. Thursday

Fans lament over
DiMaggio's death
worldwide Monday

MSU cancels fan bus; TV
broadcast uncertain as of now

baseball leagues.
The slugger's death was even
front-page news in Hong Kong,
where baseball is, at best, a minor
sport.
By ERIC TALMADGE
Morning editions of the South
Associated Press Writer
TOKYO (AP) — Even in places China Morning Post carried DiMagwhere nobody plays baseball, news gio's obituary on its front page,
of the death of Joe DiMaggio while the Hong Kong Standard
ran its story under the Simon-andechoed around the world.
Attesting to DiMaggio's stature Garfunkel-inspired
headline
as an international icon, tributes "Nation turns its lonely eyes to
to him were heard everywhere Dimaggio, 84 — Baseball mourns
from soccer-happy Italy to Aus- Joltin' Joe."
News of Dimaggio's death
tralia, where cricket is king and
topped television news sports
baseball almost unknown.
In Italy, which considered Joltin' broadcasts in Mexico as well, with
Joe one of its own, the news the television network Televisa
broadcasting old clips of DiMagtopped TV sportscasts.
DiMaggio's fisherman father was gio playing and an announcer sayfrom Isola Delle Feminine, an island ing "Rest in Peace, Joe DiMagjust off Palermo on Sicily's north- gio."
In Australia, the news of DiMagern coast. Baldassare Di Maggio,
who lives on the isle, recalled a gio's death was overshadowed by
brief encounter with his famous that country's triumph in their own
bat-and-ball game, cricket.
distant cousin,
Even so, news of DiMaggio
"He was really a good man,
he seemed like someone from the made headlines in newspapers and
island," said Di Maggio, who is radio bulletins.
a butcher. "We like to think of
A writer for Australia's AAP
news agency tried to explain the
him as one of us."
Joltin' Joe was at least partly significance of DiMaggio in terms
responsible for what interest in of the fact that he was in songs
America's pastime there is in Italy,
which has one of Europe's top • See Page 9A

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray State University will not be offering a bus
trip to the Racers' first-round NCAA tournament game
in Indianapolis Thursday, the MSU athletic department
announced Monday.
The Racers will face Ohio State Thursday night at
6:40 Central Time, the NCAA announced Monday.
The game's broadcast status is still uncertain at
this time. A spokeswoman with KFVS-12, the CBS
affiliate in Cape Girardeau, Mo., said the station was
uncertain which games the station would be allotted
Thursday night. She added that the station will make
an announcement on its news broadcasts as more information becomes available from CBS.
Murray State tried to secure buses for the event,
but their availability status was still uncertain as of
Monday afternoon. With fans facing a time crunch on
decisions, the department decided to scrub the effort.
-It appears that we will have several hundred fans
making the drive to Indy," said MSU Director of Athletics E.W. Dennison. "We wanted to make a bus
available, it just wasn't to be."
Tickets for Indy: Racer fans wanting to purchase
single-session tickets for the Thursday night game can
do so by calling the MSU ticket office at 762-4895
through 4 p.m. today. Fans purchasing these tickets
will pick them up at the RCA Dome Will Call window on game day.

•

• See Page 9A

Duke's Brand
unanimous
selection for
All-America
By JIM O'CONNELL
AP Basketball Writer
Elton Brand, who missed almost half his
freshman season with a broken foot, became
a year later the only unanimous choice on
the 1998-99 Associated Press All-America
team.
Duke's 6-foot-8 sophomore center was
joined Monday on the first team by junior
forward Richard Hamilton of Connecticut
and senior guards Andre Miller of Utah and
Jason Terry of Arizona, and junior guard
Mateen Cleaves of Michigan State.
Brand, who averaged 17.8 points and 9.8
rebounds for the top-ranked Blue Devils,
was named on all 72 first-team ballots by
the national media panel to become the
fourth unanimous selection of the '90s. The
others were Christian Laettner of Duke in
1992. ,Glenn Robinson of Purdue in 1994
and Tim Duncan of Wake Forest in 1997.
"It's unbelievable. I'm just elated right now.
Just to have been considered for a position
of first-team All-America is a special, special honor," said Brand, who shot 62 percent from the field. "I knew I worked hard,
and the hard work paid off. Growing up
it's one of the things you definitely dream
of. I'm definitely a team person and the
individual accolades come when the team
wins."
Brand was an honorable mention All-

See

Page 9A

News broadcasts
hail `Joltin' Joe'

MARK YOUNG/Ledger 8 Times photo

Calloway County's Austin Wyatt has been named to the All-Purchase
team, as selected by area coaches.

Marshals, Flash in girls' final

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

Fulton County's LaVetta Crumble tries to dribble past Lone Oak's Tonya Stamper in Monday's regional tournament semifinal, a 34-25 Lone Oak win The Lady
Purple Flash meet Marshall County tonight at 7 for the regional championship.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Lone Oak and Marshall County advanced to tonight's girls'
Region I Tournament final after
semifinal wins Monday night at
the Regional Special Events Center.
In Monday's first contest, Lone
Oak (21-8) held off a pesky Fulton County squad 34-25 while
Marshall (27-3) downed Graves
52-46 in the nightcap.
The Lady,Flash and Lady Marshals will play for a chance to
represent the First Region in next
week's Sweet 16 state tournament
at Bowling Green.
Game time is 7 p.m. at RSEC.
Lone Oak 34, Fulton Co. 25
Fulton County controlled the
tempo of the game early on, but
the Lady Pilots' deliberate approach
backfired.
The Lady Pilots' slow halfcourt
game produced just two shots in
the first quarter, and produced
turnovers on their first three possessions.
Lone Oak was able to score
six points in the first eight minutes, and held an 8-1 advantage
early in the second period before
watching Fulton County rally.
The Lady Pilots scored six consecutive points, but couldn't Irianage another basket for the rest of
the half as Lone Oak led 14-7 at
the intermission.
Lone Oak maintained its sevenpoint cushion in the third quarter,
taking a 24-17 edge into the final

Marshall Co. 52
Graves Co. 46
Marshall Co.
11 27 38 - 52
Graves Co.
7 22 29 - 46
Marshall Co. (52) - Gardner 22
Ethridge 8, Harper 7, Morton 7, Hall 4,
Stone 3, Reeves 1. FG: 17-35. 3point FG: 4-7 (Gardner 2, Morton 2).
FT: 14-31. Rebounds: 26. Record:
27-3.
Graves Co. (46) -- Barber 11,
Scoggins 9, McSweeney 7, Crum 6,
Fisher 4, Coltharp 3, Goatley 3.
Downing 3. FG: 9-36. 3-point FG: 214 (Scoggins, Downing). FT: 26-30.
Rebounds: 26. Record: 22-9.

Lone Oak 34
Fulton Co. 25
Lone Oak
6 14 24 - 34
Fulton Co.
0 7 17 - 25
Lone Oak (34) — Seltzer 20, Stamper
6, Fox 4, McClure 2, Wnght 2. FG: 1332. 3-point FG: 0-0. Fr: 8-9.
Rebounds: 22. Record: 21-8.
Fulton Co. (25) - A. Smith 12,
Sensing 6, Turner 6, Crumble 1. FG:
11-33. 3-point FG: 0-1. FT: 3-7.
Rebounds: 13. Record: 13-14.

quarter.
The Lady Flash completed the
victory by topping Fulton County
10-8 in the fourth period.
Heidi Seltzer led Lone Oak with
20 points while Tonya Stamper
followed with six and Amanda
Fox added four. The Lady Flash
were 13 of 32 from the floor, but
didn't attempt a 3-point goal. LOHS
was 8-of-9 from the free throw
line and grabbed 22 rebounds.
Annie Smith led Fulton Coun
See Page 9A

Karl, Bucks find solution for Bulls
•

I --;•4

•

ished with 10 points.
The Associated Press
"I thought Michael Curry's guts
George Karl looked deep into
his bench to see if those players was very obvious on the court for
were willing to look deep into us. I don't think we win this game
without Michael." Karl said. "He
their hearts.
The strategy worked as Mil- gave us the confidence, the defense,
waukee's coach went with his most the energy and also made some
inspired players Monday night, and shots to go with it to help us win
they lifted Milwaukee past the the game."
Chicago Bulls 81-76. It was the
Ray Allen finished with 17
Bucks' third win in as many tries points, including eight after a confrontation with Toni Kukoc in which
vs. the diluted Bulls.
"At halftime, I just decided I Allen shoved Kukoc after being
was going to go with more than elbowed in the windpipe.
Chicago, which dominated Mila shooting team or a big team. I
was just going to go with my best waukee in the years when Michael
Jordan and Scottie Pippen were
attitude team," Karl said.
Michael Curry apparently had around, led by as many as 15 in
the best attitude.. Curry's 15-foot the second quarter and took a 47jumper put Milwaukee ahead for 37 halftime lead.
"Boy it was ugly." Karl said.
the first time — and for good —
at 75-74 with 3:07 left. He fin- "I thought we came out flat. I

thought Chicago did a great job
preparing for some of our offensive stuff and controlled us. We
didn't have a defensive attitude in
the game and they got off to a
big lead.
"I was encouraged on how we
fought back."
Elsewhere in the NBA, it was
Miami 91, Philadelphia 89; Portland 92, Vancouver 73; Detroit 75,
Washington 71; and Atlanta 114,
Orlando 110.
Heat 91, 76ers 89
Dan Majerle put in Tim Hardaway's miss with 1.1 seconds
remaining. Terry Porter paced foulplagued Miami with 20 points,
while Allen Iverson, the NBA's
leading scorer, led Philadelphia with
28.
The Heat have won 12 of their

last 14 games and seven in a row
at home. They have beaten the
76ers nine straight times.
Mourning injured his right ankle
36 seconds into the second half
when he picked up his fourth foul
while Theo Ratliff scored from close
range. Mourning's ankle was
retaped, and he returned in the
fourth period.
Blazers 92, Grizzlies 73
Jimmy Jackson scored a season-high 21 points as nagging
injuries didn't prevent Portland from
its seventh straight win.
Damon Stoudamire sealed the
victory at Vancouver with all of
his 10 points in the third quarter.
Brian Grant finished with 14 points
and nine rebounds as the Trail
Blazers improved to 14-3.
Stoudamire (bruised left heel)

• -

•

and center Arvydas Sabonis (slightly sprained right knee) played
despite getting banged up in Sunday's win over Houston.
Shareef Abdur-Rahim scored 19
points for the Grizzlies, who lost
their eighth straight and 11th of
their last 12. The 73 points were
a low for Vancouver this season.
Pistons 75, Wizards 71
Grant Hill had 19 points, eight
assists and eight rebounds to lead
surging Detroit, which has won
seven of eight.
Loy Vaught added a seasonhigh 18 points and eight rebounds
for the host Pistons.
Mitch Richmond led Washington with 22 points, and Otis Thorpe had nine points and 17 rebounds.
Both teams were missing starters.

•
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Wizards point guard Rod Strickland didn't make the trip with a
groin strain, while Pistons power
forward Don Reid was a late
scratch with a sprained ankle.
The Wizards have just two wins
in their last eight.
Hawks 114, Magic 110
Mookie Blaylock's steal of an
inbounds pass with 5.4 seconds
remaining helped Atlanta snap
Orlando's 10-game home winning
streak.
Steve Smith led the Hawks with
24 points, and Dikembe Mutombo
had 18 points and 17 rebounds.
Alan Henderson had 19 points and
12 rebounds.
Nick Anderson had 34 points
on 11-of-17 shooting as six Magic
players scored in double figures.

•
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Florida A&M big underdog IR
F cce
8A

seats, that sell for $28, are gone,
according to the Racer ticket office.
Upper arena seats sell for $24 per
Single session tickets do not session and are still in supply.
go on sale until Wednesday mornFans can also charge tickets by
ing at the RCA Dome an an MSU calling Ticketmaster in Indianaporepresentative will be on hand to lis at 317-239-5151. Only
tickets
purchase the tickets to fulfill the for all three sessions (Thursday
orders received from Racer sfans. and Saturday) can be purchased
Nearly all of the lower arena through Ticketmaster.

rom

By JEFFREY McMURRAY
Associated Press Writer
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (AP) —
With his team about to clinch its
first trip to the NCAA tournament,
Florida A&M coach Mickey Clayton had something else on his mind
— getting his brother to put down a
sign.
There he was — Craig Clayton,
standing in a crowd of Rattlers fans
at the Mid-Eastern Conference
tournament, waving a sign for a national television audience that read,
"We Want Duke."
The coach's jaw almost hit the
floor.
"He's been in a mental asylum
most of his life," Clayton joked.
"He had just been released for the
game, and he went right back at
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From Page 8A
by Simon and Garfunkel and
Madonna, and in Ernest Hemingway's book "The Old Man and
The Sea."
The reporter also compared
DiMaggio's achievements to similar feats in cricket and rugby.
"There is really no individual
Australian sporting comparison to
DiMaggio's 56-game hitting streak
during the 1941 season," Roger
Vaughan wrote.
In Britain, where baseball isn't
played, articles focused on DiMaggio's role as an American idol and
his marriage to Marilyn Monroe,
rather than his sports skills.
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From Page 8A
ty with 12 points while Nadia
Sensing and Jamie Turner chipped
in six each. The Lady Pilots were
just 11 of 33 from the field, missing their only 3-point attempt.
FCHS was just 3-of-7 from the charity stripe and collected 13 boards.
Marshall Co. 52
Graves Co. 46
Some clutch play by Marshall
guard Tosha Gardner down the
stretch propelled the Lady Marshals into the region final.
Gardner, who scored a gamehigh 22 points to go along with
six rebounds and four assists, was
a key for her team in the fourth
quarter.
After two Lady Marshal starters
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Monroe Pippins, the outstanding
player of the MEAC tournament,
said he has always followed coach
Mike Krzyzewski and the Blue
Devils.

Jane Rogers Ins.
"See me for all your family insurance needs."
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)

State Farm Insurance Companies

DiMaggio..
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With most of the students out of
town for spring break, word spread
slowly about the Rattlers. Few fans
greeted the team at the airport upon
its return from Richmond.
The team held its first NCAA
practice Monday, and some of the
players wondered whether the Blue
Devils were doing the same.
"Do you think Duke has got
game tape on us?" wondered
sophomore point guard Morris
Scott, who ranks sixth in the
NCAA with 90 steals.

7 5 3 - 96 2 7
Like a good neighbor, State Farm is there

the credit myself because we have ing his total game, and has become
a great team and they deserve the one of the top collegiate players
Miller, an hon- in the nation," Connecticut coach
America last season despite miss- award also," said
season when Jim Calhoun said. "Last year, he
mention
last
orable
ing 15 games with the injury, but
Final Four. just missed being a first-team selecreached
the
Utes
the
he showed he was healed this
tion and this year has rightfully
summer when he led the U.S. team "It makes being a leader easy earned
his spot among the top
we
like
team
a
have
you
when
in the Goodwill Games in scorfive players in college basketball."
have."
ing and rebounding.
Terry, 6-2, becomes the third
Hamilton, who won or shared
Miller was the second-leading
Wildcat
to earn All-America honBig
East
player
of
the year honvote-getter in the 5-3-1 process,
ors in the last two years. Former
ors
the
last
two
seasons,
averaged
getting 330 points with 60 firstteammates Mike Bibby and Miles
team votes. The Western Athletic 21.0 points and 4.8 rebounds this
Simon
were chosen last season.
season
for
the
Huskies who were
Conference player of the year averTerry, the Pac-10 player of the
ranked
No.
1
for
10
weeks.
The
aged 15.9 points, 5.5 rebounds,
year, led the league in scoring
5.7 assists and 2.5 steals, and .the 6-6 swingman, the leading vote(22.1),
assists (5.6) and steals (2.7)
getter
on
the
second team last sea6-2 guard was given more credit
— the first player to do that since
for his team leadership than sta- son. had 48 first-team votes and
Gary Payton of Oregon State in
tistics.
300 points this season.
1989-90.
"It's a real honor. I can't take
"He's worked hard at expand"There is no one more descry-
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South Carolina State in Saturday's
tournament final.
Next up is a first-round date Friday with the Blue Devils in Charlotte, N.C.
Some say Duke is the best team
ever to appear in the tournament.
Some say Florida A&M is the
worst. At least one oddsmaker had
the spread at 47 points Monday,
one of the highest ever.
"There's talk about David and
Goliath, and the only thing we can
do is carry big rocks," Clayton said.
"I've heard it'll be the largest
margin of victory ever in an NCAA
tournament game. That puts a lot of
pressure on Duke," Clayton said.
"If the game is even allowed to be
close, people will wonder what
happened."
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midnight. I said, 'What's wrong
with you, boy? We want to go and
advance, but we don't want
Duke."'
Alas, Duke is what Florida
A&M got.
Meet the Rattlers (12-18), your
1999 NCAA tournament Cinderella
story.
They started 1-13, including
losses in their first 10 games. Four
players were sidelined with injuries, leaving the team with only
nine. Clayton nearly missed his
flight to the MEAC tournament in
Richmond, Va., because he was in
a car accident on his way to the airPort
But somehow, the Rattlers
knocked off the conference's top
three teams, edging first-place
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PAGE 9A

(Ashley Harper and Destiny Hall)
picked up their fifth fouls early
in the fourth period and a key
reserve (Brooke Kingston) left with
an injury, Gardner stepped up with
a key 3-point basket and three
free throws in the waning seconds
to preserve the victory.
Marshall County led 11-7 after
one quarter and 27-22 entering the
halftime break.
The Lady Marshals outscored the
Lady Eagles 11-7 in the third period to extend the lead to 38-29
entering the final quarter.
Graves rallied to outscore Marshall 17-14 in the final eight minutes, including cutting the lead to
one and three points before falling

Only The Daily Telegraph mentioned his death, briefly, on its
front page, although all Britain's
national broadsheet newspapers ran
full obituaries as well as news
stories.
"In the U.S., he ranks with
Babe Ruth and Muhammad Ali as
part of an elite whose achievements and persona transcended
sport and became part of American folklore," The Daily Telegraph
explained in a detailed report on
an inside page.
The Guardian headlined its
report, "Joltin' Joe has left and
gone away," quoting the line from
Paul Simon's 1968 song, "Mrs.
Robinson."
Of course, in baseball-crazy
Japan, there was no need to explain
who DiMaggio was.
His death was carried prominently in all of Japan's major
newspapers and on morning TV
news broadcasts. Most also featured photos of him with Marilyn
Monroe. The two came to Japan
for their honeymoon in 1954.
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page to the DiMaggio story.
"He was major among the major,
thinking of the fans very importantly," the Yomiuri quoted Shigeo Nagashima, coach of the Tokyo
Yomiuri Giants baseball team, as
saying.
"I could not see him actually
play, but I learned a lot about
baseball through his pictures,"
Nagashima, a former star slugger
himself, said. "I hope Japan will
one day produce a player like
him."
In 1950, Dimaggio made his
first visit to Japan to give technical guidance to Japanese players. He joined in a home-run competition and showed defense skills
at Tokyo's Korakuen Stadium. now
the Tokyo Dome.
Dimaggio also came to Tokyo
for Japan-U.S. baseball games in
November 1951, and homered at
Jingu Stadium in Tokyo.

NCAA TOURNAMENT
All Times CST
EAST REGIONAL
First Round
Friday, March 12
At Charlotte Coliseum
Charlotte, N.C.
Tennessee (20-8) vs Delaware (255), 11 25 a.m
Wisconsin (22-9) vs Southwest Missouri State (20-10). 30 minutes after
previous game
Duke (32-1) vs Florida MM (12-18),
640 p m
College of Charleston (28-2) vs. Tulsa
(22-9), 30 minutes after previous game
At The FleelCenter
Boston
Cincinnati (26-5) vs George Mason
(19-10). 11:15 am
Temple (21-10) vs Kent (23-6), 30
minutes after previous game
Miami (22-6) vs. Lafayette (22-7), 6:40
pm
Texas (19-12) vs Purdue (19-12), 30
minutes after previous game
SOUTH REGIONAL
First Round
Thursday, March 11
At The RCA Dome
Indianapolis
Syracuse (21-11) vs Oklahoma State
(22-10), 11 25 am
Auburn (27-3) vs Winthrop (21-7). 30
minutes after previous game

Ohio State (23-8) vs. Murray
State (27-5), 6:40 p.m.
UCLA (22-8) vs Detroit (24-5), 30 minutes after previous game
At Orlando Arena
Orlando, Fla.
Maryland (26-5) vs Valparaiso (23-8),
11 20 pm
Louisville (19-10) vs Creighton (218), 30 minutes after previous game
St John's (25-8) vs Samford (24-5),
640 pm
Indiana (22-10) vs George Washington (20-8), 30 minutes after previous game

11 000 sq ft of storage space. Has alarm and sprinkler
systems 19.000 sq. ft heated
CONTACT:

Murray Warehousing Corporation. Inc.
206 Maple St - P.O. Box 1056
Murray. KY 42071
Phone:(502) 753-3341
Serving Your Storage Needs-

BRANDOAt.WORLD
121 By-Pass • Murray
753-5315 • 1-800-455-5315

WEST REGIONAL
First Round
Thursday, March 11
At McNichols Arena
Denver
Iowa (18-9) vs Alabama-Birmingham
(20-11), 11.40 a.m.
Arkansas (22-10) vs Siena (25-5). 30
minutes after previous game
Missoun (20-8) vs. New Mexico (248). 650 p.m.
Connecticut (28-2) vs Texas-San Antonio (18-10). 30 minutes after previous
game
At Key Arena
Seattle
Minnesota (17-10) vs Gonzaga (256), 142 pm.
Stanford (25-6) vs Alcorn State (236). 30 minutes after previous game
Florida (20-8) vs Pennsylvania (21 -5)
6 55 p m
North Carolina (24-9) vs Weber State
(24-7) 30 minutes after previous game

YOU CAN'T BUY THIS.

JointCommission
on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations
When you leave the hospital to go home, you feel
better, don't you?
Being at home gives you more choices. One of
those choices is Holland Medical.
You might choose Holland because of nearly 15
years of experience in home health equipment.
There is no substitute for professional experience,
and Holland is accredited by the Joint
Commission on the Accreditation of Healthcare
Organizations.
No matter which hospital you use, or which doctor you see, you still have a choice for home health
equipment. Holland is one of your choices.
You Number One Choice.

1999 Buick Century

Only $18,699
Saves$1,521
stock 5F39014

Holland Medical Equipment

1999 Buick LeSabre
itEZ1111110-:
1

Only $20,999
Save:$.3,685

PADUCAH
1914 Broadway • KY 42001
502-442-6311
Toll Free: 1-800-223-4947

MURRAY
905 Arcadia Circle • KY 42071
502-753-1465
Toll Free: 1-800-227-4125

Stock 0E39006

Certified Blue Crosa/Blue Shield participating supplier Ask us about accepting Medicare assignment
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MIDWEST REGIONAL
First Round
Friday, March 12
At The Bradley Center
Milwaukee
North Carolina Charlotte (22-10) vs
Rhode Island (20-12) 11 30 am.
Arizona (22-6) vs Oklahoma (20-10),
30 minutes after previous game
Michigan State (29-4) vs Mount St.
Mary's. Md (15-14), 655 pm
Villanova (21-10) vs Mississippi (1912), 30 minutes after previous game
At 'The Superdome
New Orleans
Utah (27-4) vs Arkansas State (1811), 11'30 am.
Washington (17-11) vs Miami, Ohio
(22-7). 30 minutes after previous game
Kansas(22-9) vs Evansville (23-9). 6 50
pm
Kentucky (25-8) vs. New Mexico
State (23-9), 30 minutes after previous game

FOR LEASE

to the Lady Marshals.
Jessica Ethridge followed Gardner with eight points while Ashley Harper and Kala Morton added
seven each. Marshall was 17 of
35 from the floor, including 4-of7 from 3-point range. The Lady
Marshals hit 14 of 31 foul shots
and grabbed 26 rebounds.
Kim Barber led Graves with 11
points while Amy Scoggins poured
in nine and Kayla McSweeney
added seven. The Lady Eagles
where just 9-of-36 from the field,
including 2-of-14 from behind the
arc. GCHS hit 26 of 30 from the
charity stripe while getting 26
rebounds.

--••••

Japan's biggest newspaper, the
Yomiuri, which also has a professional baseball team, devoted
nearly a quarter of its domestic news

ing for this honor because of what
he has had to go through, in that
he has had to provide leadership
to the three freshmen in our starting lineup," Arizona coach Lute
Olson said.
Terry got 48 first-team votes
and 293 points, 83 more than
Cleaves, who was on 19 first-team
ballots.
Cleaves, 6-2, was a secondteam choice last season and was
named Big Ten player of the year
by the league's coaches for the
second straight year. He averaged
11.8 points and 7.2 assists as the
Spartans won their second straight
Big Ten regular-season title.
"I've got to give a lot of credit to my teammates," he said. "If
we wouldn't have won a championship, I wouldn't have earned
this."
The second team was senior
center Evan Eschmeyer of Northwestern, who had one point less
than Cleaves, Chris Porter of
Auburn, Wally Szczerbiak of Miami
of Ohio, Steve Francis of Maryland and Trajan Langdon of Duke,
a third-team choice last season.
The third team was Tim James
of Miami, Baron Davis of UCLA,
Scoonie Penn of Ohio State, Quincy Lewis of Minnesota and Ron
Artest of St. John's.
Terry was the only first-team
choice who wasn't on the preseason All-America team. TCU's Lee
Nailon was the fifth member of
the preseason team.
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Ann Salmon presented a fascinating account
of a pioneer journey on the Oregon Trail to
Gene Paul King brought Trixie, his rat terrier, to fifth graders at East Calloway County Elementary.
North Elementary School to visit his grandson's
classsroom.

Kyle McReynolds and Amanda Govern
identify the flower parts in science class.
They are fourth-grade students at East
Elementary.

These North Elementary students are
shown exhibiting prizes won during
a visit from Mickey Garrison, CCMS
teacher and creator of "Saguarrior"
comic.
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Southwest Elementary students compare James Weatherford and Lee Mathis
their reports on Martin Luther King Jr. work with tools in the woodworking
area of Calloway County Preschool
after studying about his life,
Center.

's

Pictured are the winners of the Valentine
Day contest students were eligible to enter
if they ate in the cafeteria for lunch every
day.

Primary students at North Elementary, Carey Boggess
and Paige Rogers, share a happy smile after being
given perfect attendance awards for the first semester of school.
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Jim Tate, father of Keaton Tate, amazed the P3 and P4
Starshine students of Murray Elementary with his reading,
as well as offering a sample of his "auctioneer talk."

CA'

Children at Murray Elementary were recently visited by local
accountants Mike Pierce and E.L. Howe, Jr. in preparation
for opening the school store.
Chesea Holt, Calloway County Preschool Center, works
on a picture and word game on the computer.

FO
Local vet Betsey Character and groomer
Paula Campbell, along with "Misty," share
with the Moonbeam team at Murray Elementary about proper animal care.

Richie Travis, student at Murray
High School, is pictured fronting
Pictured are several seventh grade Murray Middle stubooks for the public library. He
dents listening to Josh Dunn as he reads from a brochure
is working with the Community
he designed. Also pictured is Patrick Mulcahy, MSU.
Based Work Transition Program.

Mike DeBoer from Murray High School is
pictured working at Copy Plus on one of
the computers. DeBoer goes there from
the Community Based Work Transition Program.
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There s only one clear
choice for your eyecare
needs. Our Dad!
Dr. tic( in Adams

We work hard to increase
your interest.
At Shelter Life Insurance, we meet monthly
to determine the interest rate we pay on your

Platinum Shield® Universal Life Policy

Year Round
Program

The interest rate on new premium is reviewed monthly
and is subject to change at any time.

.dea/taist,

Before you buy life insurance, look at our
PLATINUM SHIELDP UNIVERSAL LIFE
el

SHELTER
INSURANCI

EYIECARE SPE(21AI:1'IES
m1xs.12th St.• Vlurro. 42071 •759.254N)

ROOM TO GROW
PRE5CH001.

Harold "Jack" Romaine
105 N. 12th St. • Murray
759-1033 or 753-0873
Licensed in KY & TN
We'll always be there for you

Shelter Insurance Cos., Home Office 1817 W Broadway, Columbia, MO 65218

aitoug4 Piety
,The World is our
Playground

Serving Ages 3
through 5
753-6578 • Hours: 7:30 a.m.-5:20 p.m.

"Welcome To This New Year"
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DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Because of a
chronic, scaly rash on my ears, I was
prescribed a moisturizing lotion, but it
hasn't worked Should I try an overthe-counter cortisone cream'
DEAR READER: Many different
skin disorders, including seborrhea
and psoriasis, can cause a scaly rash.
I think you should see a dermatologist
before using cortisone cream,
because — although the cortisone
may be appropnate — it's a good idea
to establish a diagnosis before using it
for more than an occasional skin problem.
DEAR DR. GOTT The whites of my
eyes have taken on a yellow tint and I
feel rundown. Could this be due to an
improper diet? I'm 16.
DEAR READER: Yellowing of the
eyes is a sign of jaundice, a condition
caused by liver malfunction. In otherwise healthy adolescents, the most
common diseases associated with
jaundice are hepatitis and mononucleosis. Because you may be contagious
and a threat to those around you, I
urge you to see a doctor before your
condition worsens. You will need special blood tests to determine the
cause of your jaundice, which is
caused by a back-up of bile in the
body, an affliction that should not be
ignored.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My 80-year-old
mother was recently diagnosed with
cirrhosis of the liver. This surprised
us because she has never consumed
alcohol. Could the condition be caused
by dietary factors or the pills she
takes for diabetes?
DEAR READER: Cirrhosis simply
means scarring of the liver. It is a
dangerous affliction that can result
from a variety of agents, including
viral hepatitis and damaging reac-

tions from toxic chemicals. In the
Unites States, most cirrhosis is the
end result of alcohol abuse. Inasmuch
as your mother is not a drinker, the
cause of her cirrhosis is unclear. In
my opinion, she should be examined
and tested by a gastroenterologist
who specializes in liver disorders.
Although your mother's cirrhosis is
permanent and incurable, she needs a
specific diagnosis so that further, lifethreatening damage can be avoided.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am 82 and in
good health. I neither smoke, drink
nor use medication. Recently, I
noticed blood in my urine and semen
What causes this?
DEAR READER. Bloody urine or
semen is always abnormal. It could be
caused by blood-clotting problems or
by irritation related to infection,
tumors or stones. You should see a
urologist for an exam. As a general
rule, painless, bleeding into the genitourinary tract is relatively easy to
diagnose and treat.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Bladder and Urinary Tract
Infections." Other readers who would
like a copy should send 82 plus a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill Station,
New York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention the title.
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DEAR ABBY: I'm engaged to a
woman I'll call Mary. She has a 4year-old granddaughter I'll call Ashley. In Mary's eyes, Ashley can do
no wrong. I have actually heard
Ashley say,"Shut up, Grandma," or
"Come here right now!" — and
Grandma does.
Mary admits that Ashley's
behavior isn't good, but she allows
her to get away with it. Mary lives
with her son (Ashley's father) and
his wife, and if Daddy says no to
Ashley, Mary quietly tells her to
"wait until Daddy goes to work."
Abby, this child is so spoiled
she's a brat. If! had behaved that
way when I was growing up, I
would have been paddled. I have
tried talking to Mary about her
granddaughter, but I get nowhere.
What should I do?
RECONSIDERING MARRIAGE

==

THE RACER INN RESTAURANT
Sat.
Breakfast
Brunch
8 a.m.-1 p.m.

Fri. & Sat.
Night
Seafood Buffet &
Prime Rib Special

Daily
Lunch
Specials

Sunday
GRANDE
Buffet

Sat. & Sun. Morning Special
Bnng Church Bulletin & Receo.e

Hours: 6 a.m.-8 p.m. Mon.-Thur.,
6 a.m.-9 p.m. Fri. & Sat.
6 a.m.•2 p.m. Sunday

10% OFF!

DEAR FEELING BADLY
USED: I see no compelling reason to open your checkbook.
After the first marriage, your
stepson should be footing the
bill himself.

When it comes to Bosses
He's the tops!
His dedication to the
Ledger never stops. But this is your day,
go have some fun.
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ARE 4OU GOING TO LET HIM TALK
\A:7U LIKE THAT?,

MINUTES ETERN1TY-WISE, IS
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CATHY
IRVIN& AND I ft/IVE.
C.0011817E0 TO A HIP,'905,
COMPLETELY PLATONIC

PJOnio*, morn!

--14E'U_ BE A SOUNDING
BOARD FOR EACH OTHER'S
RELATIONSHIPS, OfFERING

INSIGHT AND ADVICE
UNCOMPLICATED EN ANY
(IRVING'S BAC.K??N KITRACT1ON -TO EACH OTHER!!

FRIENDSHIP, MOM!

ANOTNER rAOTHER
FANTAStzEs ABOUT A
JuNE WEDDING...
...TUNE, 2015.

WE'VE PLEDGED A COMPLETE

ETERNAL LAGie. OF INTEREST'
IN EVER DATING EACH
OTHER AGAIN
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DAILY COMICS
BUT I'VE BEEN IN

Boards Association, will preside at
the meeting at Kentucky Hotel,
picture of Dick
Louisville, March 24-26.
Neel doing some pre-spring cleanBirths reported include a girl to
de32
in
ing on North 12th Street
and Mrs. Leslie Robertson,
Mr.
gree weather on March 9. The
March 3; a boy to Sp.4th Class and
photo was by Staff Photographer
Mrs. Charles Allen Jeffrey, March
Mark Cooper.
4; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Soli Gley,
Reita Moody has ben named
March 6.
chaplain of Murray-Calloway
Forty years ago
County Hospital, according to Stuart Poston. hospital administrator.
Rob Huie, superintendent of
Murray Water and Sewer System,
Births reported include a girl to
said at the Murray City Council
Sheila and Ronald Smith, a girl to
meeting that a sewerage lift station
Pam and David Jenkins and a girl
at Sycamore and South 15th Streets
to Kathy and Charles Wilson,
March 4.
will be improved late in the summer to double its capacity.
Twenty years ago
Recent births reported at Murray
Murray Middle School Math
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
team placed second in theRegional
Mrs. John L. Keck, a girl to Mr.
Junior High School Math Bowl at
Murray State University. 'Team
and Mrs. Wayne Flora, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. C.T. Bowerman, a
members were Mike Childress,
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Pat Warren, a
Gary Galloway, Steve Beyer, Ricky
boy to Mr. and Mrs. James H.
Rogers, Lisa Wilson and Jim BurkClopton, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
doll. Coaches were Jane Blankenship and Jo Farley.
Reuben Pruette and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Jackson.
In the First Regional High
Fifty years ago
School Boys Basketball TournaTip Willis, J.W. Nelson, Bill
ment, Carlisle County beat Murray
Lowry, E.A. Somers, A.W.
High 47 to 46. Mayfield beat Lone
Oak, Hickman County beat Lowes
Hawley, D.W. Billington, L.G.
Novel and J.H. Thurman will be
and Tilghman beat Marshall. Mike
speakers at the Bible Institute at
Bradshaw and Nick Swift were
New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church,
high scorers for Murray.
March 10-13, according to the Rev.
Thirty years ago
Lt. Col. Carroll W.(Kelly) Guy
R.H. Sullivan, church pastor.
Births reported include a boy to
has been named as manager of
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Pritchett; a
Kyle Field by the Murray-Calloway
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Taz Galloway
County Airport Board. He retired
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. John M.
from the U.S. Air Force after almost 27 years of service.
Morgan, March 2.
Maurice H. Ryan of Murray,
president of Kentucky School
Ten years ago

TODAY IN HISTORY

DEAR RECONSIDERING:
Mary is living with Ashley's

Hwy. CAI Soul h • NIurra:t • 753-:i9sli
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DEAR ABBY: My wife's 46-yearold son will soon be marrying for
the third time. She is a nice, pretty
lady who is his age. This will be her
first marriage. She is from a large
and wealthy family.
My wife informed me I will be
buying dinner for all those attending the wedding rehearsal. Is this
my responsibility? Do I pay for the
drinks, too?
Shouldn't he, at his ripe old age,
pay for this event himself? What
about asking his five-timesikarried
biological father to help share
expenses? The father has provided
very little to this "boy," who moved
in with his mother and me when his
first two marriages failed.
FEELING BADLY USED
IN CALIFORNIA

DEAR TIRED: Have you told
her what you've just told me? It
wouldn't hurt to try. However,
if you do try and your efforts
fail, accept the fact that your
friend must live her own life.
For your own sanity, perhaps
you should distance yourself
from her. Losing your support
might be the wake-up call she
needs.

DR. GOTT
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DEAR ABBY: My close friend
has had a turbulent 12-year marriage to a man who has had several
long-term affairs. She has left him
on several occasions, but always
ends up returning.
Currently, she is separated. She
told me that this time she is determined to go on without him and
regain her self-esteem. I have just
heard that she is in the planning
stages of returning to him.
Abby, for 12 years I have listened to her cry, watched him break
her heart over and over, and I can't
take it anymore. She is asking me
for words of encouragement and I
can no longer offer them. I can't be
supportive when I know she is
going to be hurt again. I want to
scream at her, "Wake up! You have
rocks for brains and he's never
going to change." How can I get
through to her?
TIRED OF WATCHING

1999 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

LOOKING BACK

parents, and it's almost impossible for a grandmother not to
spoil a cute little granddaughter while in such close proximity. However, if you and Mary
get married, she'll be living
with you, and you won't have
to witness the spoiled child
daily treating her grandmother
disrespectfully.
Ashley is going through a
phase that she will probably
outgrow, but if she doesn't,
keep in mind that your contact
with her will be limited. Because you love Mary, you
should be able to tolerate Ashley in small doses. Reconsider
with this in mind, and let me
know what you decide.

In 1990. Dr. Antonia Novell°
sworn in as the first female
and Hispanic surgeon general.
In 1996, comedian George Burns
died in Beverly Hills, Calif., at
age 100.
One year

CROSSWORDS

1 Lyric poem
4 Charleston's
St
6 Actor
O'Donnell
11 Small knife
13 Bovine
15 Negative
prefix
16 Good (Sp
18 Projecting
tooth
19 Refrain from
"Old
McDonald
21 Bradley or
Shan'
22 Boxing blow
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23 Percussion
instrument
26 — Mahal
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31 -Thanks —
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BALL.. THE DOG FETCHES IT
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3-9 (C.) 1999 United Feature Syndicate
1 'Garfield
character
2 Salvador —
3 Actor
Marshall
4 Korean city
5 — de
menthe

6 Chuckle
7 That man
8 — life and
limb
9 Money back
— — satisfied
10 Meadow
12 Burns ID
14 Football pos

7

HOW CAN HE SAY,
"THAT'S ALL THE TIME
WE kAvE LEFT"?I'VE
GOT NW WHOLE LIFE
ANEW)OF ME!
a II

MAYBE YOU SHOULD WRITE
A LETTER,AND TELL
Him HOW YOU FEEL..

I PONT
HAVE TIME

/AIM

,
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Subscribe to
the
Murray Ledger
& Times
Local Delivery
RATES
3 mo..........$18.00
$36.00
6 mo.
$72.00
1 yr..

DOWN

PEANUTS
I CAN'T BELIEVE IT! HE
SAID,"THAT'S ALL THE TIME
WE HAVE LEFT.'u.1HAT'S HE
TALKING ABOUT ?I'VE GOT
PLENTY OF TIME!

ago: In a case pitting former high school sweethearts against each other, Brian
Peterson pleaded guilty in Wilimington. Del., to manslaughter in
the death of his newborn son in
a Newark, N.J., motel and agreed
to testify against the mother, Amy
Grossberg. She eventually pleaded guilty to manslaughter. She
received 2 1/2 years in prison: Peterson, two years.

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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On this date:
In 1862, during the Civil War,
the ironclads "Monitor" and "Virginia" (formerly "Merrimac")
clashed for five hours to a draw
at Hampton Roads, Va.
In 1916, Mexican raiders led
by Pancho Villa attacked Columbus, N.M., killing more than a dozen
people.
In 1933, Congress, called into
special session by President Roosevelt, began its "hundred days"
of enacting New Deal legislation.
In 1945, during World War II,

was

The Ledger Gang

39 Greeting
40 River in
Belgium
42 War god
43 Prefix
45 Sight organs
(slang)
48 Santa Fe's
St
50 Arrow
51 Brownie
54 Green stone
56 Desolate
58 — Paso
59 Film bird
61 Anger
63 Performed
again
64 A cont
65 Youth org

in 1809.

29_bombers launched incen,
LIS-11
diary bomb attacks against Japan.
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ACROSS

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, March 9, the
68th day of 1999. There are 297
days left in the. year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 9, 1796, the future
emperor of France, Napoleon Bonaparte, married Josephine de
Beauharnais. The couple divorced

—7
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Space org
Eight (prefix)
Sports award
Astronauts
'all right"
27 Land
measure
28 Lively dances
29 Alphabet
sequence
30 Dry
32 Construction
beam ihyph
35 The sixth
sense
36 Place for
planting
38 Gaelic
41 Genuine
44 Provide
46 Clean with
the beak
47 Babylonian
hero
49 Gibson and
Blanc
52 Limbs
53 Jumping
insect
54 Prowse ID
55 Swiss river
57 Reeves ID
60 Roman two
62 Hebrew
month

17
20
24
25

Mail Subscription
RATES
3 mo.........$49.50
$59.50
6 mo.
$85.00
1 yr....
Check
Ines

Money Order
M/C

Name _
Street Address

City
Zip

State
Daytime Phone

Mail this coupon with
payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

Or call
(502) 753-1916
am ash
lb am =MP
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TUESDAY, MARCH 9, 1999

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

CLASSIFIED

COOK

TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:

CLASSIFIED Al) RAT!

Ad Deadlines

753-1916

$6.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
1,411 _1 Ads WW1 Run KItlun 6 Ou• Proud I

Pobitsh

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

$2.25 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
Line Ads $6 00 minimum I st din be per word per 410, for each additional consecuuve d.
$2(JO extra tor S
(Toes ,Classifieds go into S • ng Guide)$2(X)tura for bluid Sox ads

Deadline Day & Time

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Frktay
Saturday

Fri. 11 a.m.
Fri. 3 p.m.
Mon. 3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.

Just Say "Charge R"
060

060

MAP

NWOWIaliod

Murray Calloway Transit Authority will
host a pubic hearing at 11:00 a.m. on March
25, 1999 at its office at 607 Poplar Street,
Murray, KY, in consideration of an application
for 5311 Federal funds. The budget request
for operating assistance is $90,000 and
approximately $143,000 for Capital assistance for the period, July 1, 1999 to June 30,
2000, for rural public transportation services
in the area of Murray and Calloway County
Kentucky.
There is no significant environmental
impact. Regulations regarding the disabled
and the elderly will be complied with.
Comments may be made in person or through
written submissions. The applications will be
available for public inspection at our office.
The second reading of an Ordinance adopting
the Murray Calloway Economic Development
Corporation, Inc., Revolving Fund Agreement
will be held Tuesday, March 16, 1999 during
the regular meeting of the Calloway County
Fiscal Court which will be at 7:00 p.m. in the
District Courtroom of the Calloway-County
Judicial Building at 312 North 4th Street.
Summary of the Ordinance is as follows:
AN ORDINANCE OF THE CALLOWAY
COUNTY FISCAL COURT ADOPTING
THE MURRAY CALLOWAY ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION. INC.,
REVOLVING FUND AGREEMENT.
Approved on the first reading on the 16th day of
February, 1999.
A copy of the full text of the proposed ordinance is available for public inspection at the
Office
of
the
Calloway
County
J udge/Executive.
Larry Elkins
Calloway County Judge/Executive

r.

Medicare supplement
insurance is now
standardized in 10
plans and we write
all 10.
The part A deductible
you, or your insurance,
must pay has been
increased
to $768 in 1999

For more information
call:
McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY
753-4199
or nationwide

1-800-455-4199
36th year of wry,c.-7

ATTENTION
Primestar Customers'
For A limited time you can
trade your Pnmestar bill
for an 18" digital satellite
system Free- that's rightthe equipment & installation are Free. Programming starts with America's
top 40 channels for
$19.99. You can also receive ABC, NBC, CBS,
PBS, & FOX. Call 901642-4077. Beasley Antenna & Satellite
BIBLE message 759-5177
CONSIDERING Abortion?
Get the facts from Life
house 753-0700

WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHER
Packages starting at $99,
14yrs experience. Lifetime
member International
Freelance PhotoVaphers
Organization. 753-1001

Ray Coursey Jr.
Calloway County Clerk

ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981
ARE THINGS getting a little HAIRY? Banish the
worry of shaving, waxing
& tweezing permanently.
Call Skinsations
Electrolysis & Skincare.
753-5900
Leigh Knight, CE

Personals

_FOR.GOOd Clean Fun,
Stop by
CORNER POCKETS in
Almo Heights. Formerly
Thweatts Service Station.
There's games for all ages
including pool. There's
even snacks.
Open every evening except Wednesday and
Sunday. We even book
parties.

Calloway Monument Co.
"Still" Family
Owned & Operated
Custom designing & individual
craftsmanship continue to be our
"Specialty"
Mon-Fri 7:30-4:30 • Sat & Sun by Appt.

753-1962
NiC

MIHE rrALX.

• Individual • Business •
•Eleetronie Filing •

PAGE
BOOKKEEPING
& TAX SERVICE
206 S. 6th

753-8107
NURSING HOME INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NURSING HOMES ANYMORE!
new nursing home policies have
an alternate plan of care that may pay
for care in your own home if you would
otherwise have to go to the nursing
home.
Everyone would rather stay at home
if possible and now we may be able to
provide the money under the alternate
plan of care!
Our

ADMINISTRATIVE
SECRETARY II.
Full time position with
benefits. Two years of college plus three years of
gentral office experience
including bookkeeping required. Experience may be
substituted year for year
for college. Position requires good organizational
skills, typing skills, telephone skills, and general
office procedures. Duties
include processing payroll
for over two hundred employees. handling purchase requisitions, coordinating College Court accounts, and maintaining all
accounting records for
Housing deposits. Applicant must possess microcomputer skills including
familiarity with accounting
software, spreadsheets,
etc Strong interpersonal
skills are a necessity,
along with a sensitivity to
working with students and
the public. Must be able to
work independently and be
able to supervise others. A
keyboarding test will be required. Salary $7.22 per
hour. Apply at: Human Resources, Sparks Hall, Murray State University, PO
Box 9. Murray, KY 420710009. An EEO, M/F/D, AA
employer

1999 MEDICARE
INFORMATION

NEW Year, new location
Professional lady, late
40's, Auburn hair, would
like to meet professional
gentlemen. Respond to
PO.Box 1040-- V - Murray.
KY.
Lost and Found
THIS space is reserved
the day might come.
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home

ASSISTANT SERVICE
MANAGER
Celebrity Freight Systems,
a leading truckload carrier,
has an immediate opening
for a full time Assistant
Service Manager. Candidate must possess excellent communication & organizational skills. Possess the ablility to deal
with vendors and effectively complete multiple tasks
We offer excellent benefits. If you are a self starter
and consider yourself to
be a "Team Player" send
or fax a resume to
Celebrity Freight Systems
P 0.Box 8405
Paducah, KY 42002-8405
Attn: Bill Glisson
Fax (502)443-6741

Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

AUTOMOBILE Salesperson for GM dealership
Mail resumes to: Job Applications, 701 S. 12th St
Murray, KY 42071.
Attn Salesperson.
AVON
Earn extra income by representing the #1 cosmetics
company 1-888-669-6820.
IND/SLS/REP

Call 753-1916

905 Sycamore, Murray, KY'
anamu

1999. TO APPLY: Send
letter of application, resume, and names of three
references to: Paula Hu
lick, Director of Housing,
Murray State University,
P.O.Box 9, Murray, KY
42071-0009. Equal education and employment opportunity, WF/D, AA employer.
CERTIFIED OR
NON
NURSING
CERTIFIED
ASSISTANT POSMONS:
Excellent benefit packages. On site certification
classes provided. Full-time
or part-time. Apply at:
WestView Nursing Home.
1401 S. 16th St. Murray,
KY. Or contact Knsty Stephenson, RN, Clinical Coordinator at 502-762-1591_

MECHANIC
Celebrity Freight Systems
CUSTOMER Service and
of Paducah, Kentucky is
Support for local computer
seeking individuals to fill
company. Job responsibili- two full time Mechanic poties include: Support for
sitions: one based in Mt.
Windows NT, Novell and Vernon, IL and one based
Windows 98. Network enin Paducah, KY. Must
vironment. Individual must
have own tools. Experibe proficient and able to
ence with trailer and tire
support DOS, Windows
repair preferred. Good
3.X, 95 & 98 application
benefits. Send or fax
software. Job function ina resume to:
clude: troubleshooting, inCelebrity Freight Systems
stallation, up-grades and
P.O. Box 8405,
general maintenance of Paducah, KY 42002-8405.
customer sites. Applicants
Attn: Bill Glisson.
must have exceptional
Fax (502)443-6741
communication skills, will- NOW hiring experienced
ing to travel and professio- cabinet maker. Please apnal appearance. Send re- ply at 301 Andrus Dr.
sume to: P.O.Box 2138, OFFICE help needed. ExPans, TN 38242.
penenced only need apply.
328-8982.
SENIOR
Programmer
Analyst, Administrative
Computing Services, Information Systems Department, Murray State University. Regular full time
position. Qualifications:
Bachelor's degree, 4 or
more years professional
programming experience
in a mainframe environment Experience with COBOL, CICS. VSAM and
MVS JCL preferred University environment and/or

Help Wanted

060
Help Wanted
ne ded
ACCOUNTANT
part time 20-25
er
week Prefe
or 2pm
ull
skill
ice prey. Contact
.ins at 753-7001
o
e resume at Hawkins Research. Inc 1304
Chestnut Street. Suite E,
Murray, KY.
ACCOUNTING
CLERK TRAVEL
Full time position with benefits_ High school graduate
or equivalent required
Two years of accounting'
bookkeeping experience
required; accounts payable experience preferred
College education may be
exchanged for a portion of
the experience requirement. Knowledge of personal computers and data
entry skills required with
experience in LOTUS 1-23. Word, Access. and Excel software preferred.
Must be detail oriented
and be able to complete
tasks in a timely and efficient manner A keyboarding test will be required
Salary $6 72 per hour. Apply at Human Resources,
Sparks Hall. Murray State
University, PO Box 9, Murray, KY 42071-0009 An
EEO, M/F/D, AA employer

CALL US TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY
753-4199 or 1-800-455-4199

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
OF HOUSING FOR ADMINISTRATION,
Residence Halls, Murray State
University. Position to begin June 1999. QUALIFICATIONS: Master's degree in student personnel,
business or a related field
required plus a minimum
of two years expenence in
residence life preferred.
Must have organizational
and computer skills. RESPONSIBILITIES: Coordination of administrative records of 2900 plus residence hall students; maintain personnel files of 250
staff; coordinate room assignments, exemptions,
application and occupancy
reports; work closely with
other offices on campus
and have on duty/ on campus responsibilities. Must
live on campus and report
directly to the Director of
Housing. APPLICATION
DEADLINE: March 26,

DRIVERS
OTR Semi dump/ van,
class A/ hazmat, excellent
pay/ benefits_ Home weekends. Year round work.
Call today 502-492-8892.
ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIAN.
Applicant must be able to
modify, build, and repair,
microprocessor based
electronic circuit boards.
Please send resume and
salary requirements to:
Sportable Scoreboards,
P.O.Box 1480, Murray, KY
42071.
FULL time position available, shipping & receiving
clerk. No phone calls
please. Apply in person:
All In One Sewing, 95
Chestnut St.
JANITORIAL
Service
needs part time help, 2535 hrs per week. Start pay
$5.50. Room for advancement. Call for appt. 7594222 ask for Beverly.
LITTLE School Daycare
looking for full and part
time help. Minimum wage.
Call 759-0010 for an appointment.
LOCAL MEDICAL OFFICE
looking for full time secretary/ receptionist. General
office duties. Must be
bright, mature individual
with good public relations
and an eye for detail. Any
insurance and coding experience helpful. Send resume with reference to
P.O.Box 1040 A.
MACHINE Maintenance/
crating. Some mechanical
& carpetry background
preferred. No phone calls
please. Apply in person:
All In One Sewing, 95
Chestnut St.

ATTN LPNs RNs, RTs
and Paramedics, Become
an RN or BSN graduate
and increase your income
without going back to
school, To schedule your
interview in Paducah, call
Robert Tallman by March

-737-?:n
18 1-800
_ _ -

Part time help Circulation
Dept. some heavy lifting
required. Early morning
hours. Apply in person.

Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell

Professional Truck Drivers
Excellent Miles/Money • Friendly
Dispatch • Excellent Equipment
• Home Every 7-10 days
Benefits: Health & Life Insurance
• 401K • Direct Deposit Weekly • Paid
Vacations • Riders Policy

Cf.,

800-925-5133
www.cbfs.com

DO YOU QUALIFY?
A large international company is currently
interviewing for two (2) career-minded in
divichials in the local area.
WE PROVIDE
Up to 35K-40K 1st year
'-' Health. Life, Dental Insurance plus 401k
Savings & Stock Purchase
'Three weeks expense paid training, and on the
job training
• Merit promotions. mgt.possible within I yr.
• GUARANTEED STARTING INCOME

IF YOU PROVIDE
• Strong desire to succeed
• Excellent public relations skills
• Competitive sportsminded track record
• College degree preferred, but not required.
For confidential personal interview

CALL NOW 9:30 AM- 6:30 PM
502-443-3313
ASK FOR JOE WEST
>E/M/F

IBM mainframe expenence
a definite plus. Responsibilities: Perform system
analysis and design work
on projects for university
administrative
departments support systems
that cross departmental
lines, perform programming and analysis duties
including application support and supervision, training and development of
programmer analysts. Assist in web enabling administrative systems. This
position reports to the
Manager. Administrative
Computing Services Application Deadline: March
22, 1999. To Apply: Send
cover letter, resume and
the names, addresses and
phone numbers of three
professional references to:
Ann Gupton, Manager, Administrative Computing, Information Systems, Murray
State University, PO Box
9. Murray. KY 42071
Equal education and emopportunity,
ployment
M/F/D. AA employer
WENDY'S is now hiring
work oriented people for
challenging positions including, daytime sandwich
makers, register operators,
& night time closers Apply
between 2849m, Mort-Fri.
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SPORTSMAN'S
ANCHOR RESORT &
MARINA hiring for the
1999 Season as follows:
MARINA- needs Outside
Dock Person and Store
Clerk,
knowledgeable
about boats and fishing
helpful, rotating shifts,
must be able to work
weekends and holidays
when called for, and in
good physical health, retirees welcome. Full time
and part time positions.
RESORT- Grounds Maintenance, full time and part
time positions. Must be
able to work weekends
and holidays and in good
physical health, retirees
welcome. Call weekdays
only, between 9:00 to 4:00
for interview and job applications502-354-6568.
Located on Hwy 68 at Jonathan Creek.

year, $

Murray Ledger & Times 753-1916

MATTI
tress
Ky 502
MOTO
Camo
workbc
Jerry

On Hwy. 68 - 1/2 mile from
Jonathan Creek Bridge

Opening for the Season
Friday, March 12th
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 4-9 p.m.
Sunday 11:30-8 p.m.
Closed Wed.

CITY ROUTE CARRIER
Must have own automobile, good
driving record and vehicle insurance. Six days per week delivery.
Apply in person at the Ledger &
Times. 1001 Whitnell Ave.

Recipe For A Beautiful Home....
Fine Furnishings at "Everyday" Discount Prices.
-Norwalk -Stanley -Hooker
-Kimball -Universal -Broyhill
•Pulaski -Restonic -Basset -Kesler

71

CLEANING houses is my
business., Reliable. Call
Linda. 759-9553.
WILL babysit in my home.
759-9215 ask for Ellen.
WILL do housecleaning,
offices, retail business.
Please call 753-1016.
WILL sit with sick or elderly. Good reference. Call

3.14,119 ..

telt 71041,14,41.

Downtown
Murray

BABYSITTER needed in
my home for llyr, 9, 6yr
old. Mon-Thur 6:30 p.m. to
11:30p.m. Call 753-0602.

Free
Financing

Keep your
. 444 •. computer in

Top Shape

MARKETING in herbal,
botanical, skin care, cosmetics, nutritional products Unlimited income
Call Pam Perry,
502-522-8758

Tethimpoildpfdalist

Four Star Mobile Home
Parts CI Service
K-Rok Underpinning
Vinyl Underpinning
14x70 28" avg. hght. 1 pc. white rubber roofs

8305.00
PIANO/ organ lessons.
Older beginners & adults
preferred. First lesson free
753-1810.

Combination Door

Computers

Aluminum & Vinyl Windows

$235.00
Single Blank Door

8120.00

$1.69 per

,rstaseci

Treated Decks
w/compieted handrails

$425.00
ox2o.. 81100.00
10x50. $2700.00
6x10.

5 miles south of Murray on 841 Hwy. 502-492-8488

MOM Computers
Repairs, upgrades and installations. Custom built
systems to your specs. On
site service by certified
tech. 753-2316 -pager
742-1552.

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with
FREE delivery and setup go to

Want w lkry
CASH for G.I. Joes Toys.
Old or New. 753-7185.
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th, Murray.
FURNITURE (Antique or
Primitive), Collectables,
and other antiques, 1
piece or all Call 753-3633.
WANT to lease. Fire cured
tobacco bam, 1-3 acre capacity. 759-9695.
WANTED Riding mowers,
go-carts, & 4-wheelers that
need work 436-2867

71

foi
Cu

call the
Justin Crosser
Computer Repair, Upgrade, Thaining & Installation
502-759-8662 or 502-759-2422
415 S. 4th St.
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For the
Murray Ledger & Times

Domestic
Chikkere
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SEE u
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Covers
colors.
Supply

354-6521

070

ELECTRIC wheelchair, excellent condition
Almost
$6,000 less than 1994
new cost All paper work
available 436-5561 leave

MAPLE
plant,
plant

Call now and make somebody's day!

The
Dinner Bell Restaurant

PAINTERS: Black's Decorating Center of Murray,
KY is recruiting for experienced painters, $9.00 per
hour to start with. Opportunities for advancement
and benefits. Affordable
group health insurance
available. Interested persons should leave voice
mail message by calling
502-759-8609. No walk in
applications being accepted. Equal Opportunity employer.
RECEPTIONIST position
available for an outgoing,
self motivated person in a
rapidly growing medical related practice. Insurance
experience
preferred.
Send resume to: P.O.I3ox
1040 E, Murray, KY
42071.
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I Birthdays + Graduation
Good Luck +Bon Voyage
" •Just Because
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Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Sat.. 9 a.m -5 p.m.
With 12. 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

Tobacco Float Supplies
Black Plastic - Guaranteed Not To Leak!
16'x100'-$30.00
20'x100'-$35.00
Float Trays - Noi Disposable' $1.20
288 and 338 cell size available
Burley Gold soil media
$7.20/3 cubic foot long •#I soil media
Why pay more?
Call 502-435-4131 to order, Pick up 7 to 9 a.m. daily or
by appointment at Rob. Debbie or Ashley Morton's
larm, 1561 Rayburn Road, Mara KY
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COOKWARE
Factory
clearance! We quit doing
dinner parties! Have a few
beautiful new 17pc sets
left! 7-ply! 100% waterless!
Was $1,599, now $394!
$70 bonus! 800-434-4628.
CURTAINS: Dorothy's ruffled originals/ 'Country
Charm" assorted window
sizes and styles. Call 7595167 for more info.
FOR Sale: T-Shirt press
for transfers. National
Brand, top of the line,
w/heat set & timer, hardly
used Perfect condition,
$450 Call 474-8704 after
5pm.

group,
BEDROOM
$15/wk Call 753-4663.
BUTCHER block kitchen
table with white trim, $150
obo 759-8626
KING size waterbed. Solid
wood Cannon Ball style
head and footboard. Excellent Sealy Flotation
mattress, $150 Call 7538452
QUEEN size hide a bed
Recliner and table w/lamp
753-3293 after 6pm

ALMO Country Store and
Crawford's Garden Center.
Intersection 1824 & 464,
Almo, KY, 753-1934. New
selection of concrete lawn
ornaments, glazing balls,
bird baths, water fountains, etc. visit the gift
shop for hospital, funeral
homes, and special occasions. We deliver! Bedding
plants arriving soon

MAPLE Trees- you dig &
plant, $2 each. I dig &
plant and guarantee for 1
year, $8. 753-0835.
MATTRESS' Smith Matress Factory, Symsonia
Ky 502-851-3160.
MOTORCYCLE helmets,
Camo clothing for all ages,
workboots. Guns & knives
Jerry's Sporting Goods,
Mayfield_
247-4704
SEE us for your barn or
roof metal. Cut to length.
Covers 36 inches, many
colors. Economy Metal &
Supply Co. 489-2722.

EtulFiesnt
1968 JOHN Deere 2020
gas, power steering. 753
3712.
7000 JOHN Deere, 6 row
planter with fertilizer boxes. Also tobacco irrigation
system with 2200ft of pipe.
753-8582.
J.D. 336 square bailer.
N.H. 254 Tedder rake.
489-2740.
SLIGHTLY used 1995
Horse or Stock Trailer,
12x6x6'6", and 2 hay
racks. 435-4305

WEDDING dress, Bridesmaid dress (peach), Black
& White prom dress, all
size 9-10. Call 759-5339.
after 6pm.
WOOD bunkbeds for sale,
good condtion. Bulls comforters. 753-7060.

E

.=Appliencos

Eipalpaseid

HOTPOINT 15ft ches
freezer, excellent condi
tion Call 753-4566 be
ween gam-5pm, ask fo
Nell.

NORDIC Track Pro model
ski machine, $275. 7539339.

Large Selection

Musical

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins

SPINET- Console Piano
for sale. Take on small
payments. See locally.
1-800-343-6494.

On the Square
753-1713

BUS TRIP to Brown Co.
Ind, March 31 to April 2.
2PC living room group, 800-748-8571 or 362$14 95/wk Call 753-4663
4837.

1=1

For Landscaping, Lawn Maintenance,
Aerating, Fertiziling and Over Seeding,
SPring Clean UP. Mulch and Tocs Soil
Delivery. Garden
Tilling. Bushhogging.
Call for

Free Estimates

,753-7039

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

7111

re4
mer*,

ining
roofs

staiied

irails

MO

SO

.00

"Paul Lamb"
5020.436-2269
1-800-821-6907
Full Line of
Tree Trimming
Equipment
Stump Removal
Free Estimates
Hedge Trimming
Licensed & Insured. 24 Hr. Service

eat

New Homes, Garages,
Vinyl Siding, Remodeling,
Pole Barns, Decks &
Additions, Etc.
(502)4365253

or 4*5370
Free Estimates

"STOP"
Land

Why Pay Higher Prices
,
On A Rental Vehicle'

HALEY'S
Rental and Sales
112 So 12th Murray, KY 42071
Phone 753-6910
Has Daily. Weekly or Monthly Rates

NO down payment Lot
ready for mobile home
767-943529

14X60 WITH frigerator,
dishwasher, stove, & service pole, $1200 753-7478
14X70 FLEETWOOD, 2br,
1 bath, microwave, dishwasher, washer & dryer.
753-9866
1987 14X70 Buccaneer,
2br, 2 bath. $10,000. 502527-5011.
1992 16X80 Belmont, 3br,
2 bath. Call after 6pm.
527-1372.
1995 26X60 Doublewide,
excellent condition, 3br, 2
bath, please call after
5pm. 502-437-4254.
1996 16x80 FLEETWOOD
Reflections, Ltd. 3Br, 2
bath, immaculate condition Must see! In Fox
Meadows. 753-8010.
1997 FRANKLIN Manufactured home, 28x68, 3 bedroom, 2 bath. Need to sell.
Make offer. Call 753-7934
leave message and will return call.
EXTRA nice, 1998, 16x80,
3br, 2 bath home on 1/2
acre with front and rear
deck, rock driveway. No
money down. Call after
5pm. 759-3176.
FOR sale: 2 Bedroom mobile home on country setting within minutes from
city convenience. Gas
heat, 2 full baths, large
rooms. Must see to appreciate. Call 759-9215.
NEW homes starting at
$15,900. with central heat
& air. See the housing
leader!! Dinkins Mobile
Homes, Inc, 2427 E. Wood
St. Paris, TN. 1-800-6424891.
NO one, no where has a
better housing value! Over
60 new & used homes to
chose from. One of Southeast largest & oldest dealership. Dinkins Mobile
Homes, Inc. 2427 E. Wood
St. Pans, TN 1-800-6424891.

For Ssis

Far Root

VALLE YWOOD.
405B
2br, 1 bath, newly painted
& carpeted, room length
closets Kitchen appliances, washer/ dryer hookup Garage size storage
building in rear, $450/mo.
$450 deposit Responsible
for mowing 1/2 yard. No
pets. Leave message.
753-3018, 753-6147
1BR apartment across
street from MSU. Unfurnished, has w/d, no pets,
1yr lease. More information, Rogers Enterprises,
753-5140, night 767-9230.

1BR, close to university &
hospital. Some utilities
paid. 753-8756.
1BR, near MSU, $200/mo.
Coleman RE 759-4118.
2BR apt, central Na. Wiswell Rd, $350 rent & deposit. 753-3415 or 7537123.
2BR Duplex at 1304-A
Valleywood. $375/mo.
759-4406
2BR Duplex with carport,
central h/a. 18021/2-A
Monroe Ave. $375. Deposit, 1 year lease, no pets.
753-8002.
2BR Duplex, 2br apartment, bath nice. Call MurCal Realty. 753-4444.
2BR duplex, central h/a,
appliances
furnished.
Available now. Coleman
RE 759-4118.
2BR new apartment, central h/a, dishwasher, w/d.
Diuguid Drive. $400/mo.
Coleman RE 759-4118.
2BR, 1 bath apartment,
Wiswell Road, all appliances. Call Mur-Cal 7534444.
2BR, 1 bath w/carport,
central h/a, appliances furnished, $475/mo, 1yr
lease, 1 mo deposit, 7532905 or 753-7536.
2BR, 11/2 bath townhouse, appliances furnished, with washer & dryer.
No pets. 753-2905.
2BR, central gas rya, appliances
furnished.
$300/mo. Coleman RE,
753-9898.
4BR, 21/2 bath Townhouse, 1217 North 16th.
Available now. Coleman
Homes Forgo*
RE 759-4118.
DUPLEX, 2br, 2 baths, like
2/ 2Br, sewer & water. No
new condition. Kitchen has
pets. 1/$275 1/$300. 527stove, refrigerator, dish8808 outside Hardin.
washer & microwave, w/d,
2BR, 1 bath, doublewide, & lawn maintenance in94E, 4 miles. 759-4118.
cluded. Beautiful carpet &
2BR, 11/2 bath, 1/2 acre tile. Secuhty deposit and
lot. $260/mo. 753-6012.
lease. No pets. 753-9240.
2BR, 2 bath, 12x65, gas
heat. Rent to own. 759- EXTRA nice 2br duplex, all
appliances, 1819 Ridge4118.
wood, $450/mo
MOBILE home lots for rent
2BR, 2 bath duplex w/ga527-8808.
rage,
1706
Oakhill,
TWO bedroom trailers for $600/mo. 753-7457.
rent, $275 per mo. plus
EXTRA nice, 1br, 1 bath,
deposit. Water and trash
central gas h/a, appliances
pickup included. Call 753furnished, including w/d,
5779.
1yr lease, 1 mo deposit,
No pets. 753-2905.
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 34br house w/washer & dryLOT for rent. 492-8488.
er, furnished, near MSU.
LOTS for single & double Inquire at 1210 Main St.
starting
at 753-1252 before 5pm,
wides
$85/month, 753-9270
753-0606 after 5pm.
NOW available- 1br apartment, furnished and paid
utilities. Lease and deposit
required. Near downtown.
Office Space No pets. 436-2755.
Various size units
NOW renting 1br apartments. $215/mo. College
Walnut Plaza
Farm Road Apartments.
104 N. 5th
753-6716.
753-8302 or
NOW taking applications
753-4-,21
for 1, 2 & 3br apartments.
Apply at Mur-Cal ApartCOMMERCIAL
building
ments, 902 Northwood Dr
over 1800sq ft., 3 overEqual Housing Opportunihead doors. Location, 5
ty. 759-4984. TDDit 1-800points. More information,
247-2510.
Rogers Enterprises
RED
OAKS
APART753-5140
MENTS: Make it your
NOW RENTING
home! Great 1 or 2br
Offices of various sizes
apartments with great
and prices. Furnished or
price, central h/a, laundry
unfurnished, paid utilities.
facilities. Office hours
PROFESSIONAL
8am-5pm,
Mon.-Fri
BUILDING
Equal
(502)753-8668,
415 S. 4th St.
Housing Opportunity.
759-0633, 436-2856 eveSMALL 2br new campus,
nings
no pets. 753-5980.
OFFICE or retail space in
TIRED of big electric bills?
the Southside Shopping
Center 753-6612 or 753- We have a one bedroom
apt for you. Water & appli4509
ances furnished. No pets.
Starting price $225/mo.
753-3949.
UNIVERSITY
Heights
1 & 28R apartments, are Apartments is now acceptprofessionally cleaned be- ing applications for 1 & 2
fore you move in. Call bedroom rental assisted
apartments These are for
Mur-Cal Realty 753-4444
families disabled, handi1 BEDROOM Apt for rent
capped, senior citizens,
close to college $250/mo
wheelchair accessible. For
759-4138
more information call 5021 OR 2br apts near down- 759-2282, Mon - Wed town Murray starting at Fri. 9:00am-5:00pm. For
$200/mo. 753-4109.
hearing impaired only call
1, 2, 3bedroom furn apts. 1-800-247-2510.
Equal
partial utilities paid. Laun- Housing Opportunity
dry rooms available. No VERY roomy 2br, 2 bath
pets. Lease & deposit re- duplex w/garage, applianquired 1606 Miller, Mur- ces furnished, central gas
ray. 753-0932, 753-5898
h/a, lyr lease, 1 mo de1BR apartment. 5 miles posit. No pets 753-2905
south 121 1 year lease,
no pets, furnished $225.
rent & deposit. 759-8560
1BR like new, dishwasher, SLEEPING
room
w/d, available now Cole- $150/mo Coleman RE
man RE 759-4118
753-9898

1YR old, 3br, 2 bath home
$660/mo Mur-Cal Realty
753-4444

EASTSIDE
EBP
STORAGE

2 OR 3BR house, $350/
mo, plus deposit. No pets
So.16th St. 489-2922.
2, 3 & 4BR houses, lease
119 Main • 753-6266
& deposit required.
NORTHWOOD
storage
753-4109.
presently has units availa2BR house appliances furble 753-2905 or 753nished, w/d hook-up. No
7536
pets. 753-0728 after 4pm,
2BR, stove, refrigerator,
Neon Beach
utility, c,/h&a, garage. Reference, deposit. $350/mo. Mimi-Storage
492-8594.
All Size Units
3 BEDROOM unfurnished,
Available
close to MSU, low income
must qualify. Equal housing opportunity. 436-5685
3 BEDROOM, 1 bath
house in town. NO PETS,
$375 mo, deposit & references required. Availabie AKC Chihuahua, female,
black, longhair, 5 mos old.
Apnl 1st. 759-1519.
3 Bedroom, 2 bath c/a, big $295 753-3283.
yard, $475 per month. DOG Kennels, 10'x 10'x6',
$184.95. Also available,
901-642-0784.
3BR bnck with stove, re- Underground Electronic
frigerator, & carport. Avail- pet fences. Farmers Farmable March 10th. $450/mo acy, 759-2248_
DOG obedience classes or
plus deposit. 753-8981.
3BR house near hospital pnvate. Serving Murray 17
and middle school. Partial- years. 436-2858.
ly furnished, low income
rent. 767-9102.
Livestock &Supplies
3BR
house,
garage,
fenced in yard, central h/a, 16" SADDLE King of
no pets, near campus. Texas, slick seat saddle.
$500/mo plus deposit.
$550. 753-8965.
502-527-8585
CHICK
DAY, ducks,
3BR House. $500/mo de- geese, turkeys.
Call Farmposit. Located at 9909 St ers
Farmacy, 759-2248 to
RI 121 N. 489-2296.
order before 3/15.
3BR, 1 bath, brick. 1 car
HI-NAG Mineral, $7.95 for
attached garage, central
50Ib bag. Farmers Farmaheat & air. Sycamore &
cy, 759-2248_
Woodlawn. $495/mo plus
QUARTER horse not brosecurity deposit, no dogs.
ken. 15 hands, 3 years
474-2520.
old 435-4237
3BR, 2 bath bnck, 8 miles
430
north. $600/mo. plus de$W Estate
posit. 753-8582.
3Br, 2 bath house at 1660
Ryan Avenue. Outside pet KOPPERUD Realty has
only! $500 month. Availa- buyers waiting to purchase
homes- all pnce ranges. If
ble 3-1-99. 435-4645.
AVAILABLE March 15th, you are thinking of selling
3br, 2 bath, refrigerator. contact one of our courteprofessional
stove, washer, dryer, mi- ous and
crowave. New Providence agents at 753-1222 or stop
area, $400 plus deposit. by our office at 711 Main.
LARGE bldg with living
435-4314.
COMPLETELY remodeled quarters on 21/2 acres off
house. 3br. 2 bath, dining 641. Possibly commercial.
room, living room, utility, 502-753-3653 or 618-797central rya, gas fireplace, 2728
garage, and large storage NORTHEAST of Murray
building. 3 miles from 7.5 miles. Beautiful 3+
town. Call 753-5719 (day) acres with partially furnished mobile home, 40x32
or 753-2647 (night).
HAZEL, 2br, lease & de- wired shop, block storage
building, carport. Additionposit. 492-8526.
al
acreage
available.
LARGE 4br, 2 bath home,
Shown by appointment ononly 2 blocks from MSU.
ly. $54,900.
$650/mo lease possible.
Call 901-28.540396.
759-5967.
NICE 2BR house near
campus, $350/mo. plus
deposit. 753-0076.
BEAUTIFUL 1 acre, new
360
restricted subdivision near
••• Rentals
SW Elementary. Take 16th
south, continue on Wiswell
Rd, Lot 893, lot on right
before 1st house, $15,500.
Call 492-8879.

753-3853

641 Storage
All

Sizes Available

753-5585
C-STORAGE
10x15 storage units, 4th St
& Sycamore E. Next to
Cunningham Auto Repair.
753-3571.
CREEKVIEW
Self-storage warehouses
on Center Drive behind
Shoney's $20-$40/mo
759-4081

NORTHWOOD
BUSINESS PARK
1.25- 2.5 Acre lots for
business & light industry.
City limits. All utilities. 7531362 ext. 129.
Farms For Sale
143 ACRES with 5 bed
room house, 3 tobacco
barns, tool sheds and tobacco base. 435-4560 after 5pm

Looking for the PERFECT HOlVIESITE?
Look no further
Murray Estates- The Perfect combination
of lifestyles and location
94W. City limits- Watch for our entrance
Ph. 1-888-673-0040 (Toll Free)

502-435-4487

Now is A Great Time to Build
If you are looking for quality we want to be your
building contractor with hluepnnts & specifications
we can give you a contract price before we start. If
you are undecided we work on a cost plus basis.
We comply with all the new city building codes.
We also specialize in construction of lake homes.
large or small

Bruce Green
Buillang Contractor, Inc.

(502)753-8343

BARGER

LECTRIC

155 ACHES, 4br home, a
very nice horse farm with
pasture, barns, springs
and creeks. Reduced to
$57,500, easy terms 7539302, must sell,
43.1 ACRE farm, 8 miles
east of city, black-top road,
beautiful building sites,
spring fed creeks. $1750
per acre, 753-4984.

Aerms

1 TO 275 acres, owner fi
nancing possible. Coldwater. 489-2116 or 753-1300
11 TRACTS OF LAND
7-12 Acres per tract. Property located off of Hwy 94E
onto Hwy 1551, Old Shiloh
Rd, Redbud Lane & proposed new Hwy 80. For
more information please
view property, review posted data, then please call:
502-441-2253.
5.2 ACRES, 121 S. $7995.
10% Down, low monthly
payments. 753-9302.
ACREAGE for sale or
lease near WalMart with
Hwy 641 frontage. Make
an offer. 753-3949
For Sale
2 OR 3br house on 2
acres in a country setting
only 5 minutes from town.
2 out buildings, central h/a.
$72,000. Call 753-3962
leave message.
2-3 BEDROOM, 1 bath.
Totally renovated in nice
neighborhood. 1605 Parklane. 753-7237.
2BR, 1 bath brick home.
Central h/a, gas logs on 5
acre wooded lot. 32X32
masonry block building.
Small 1 car garage. Call
435-4014 anytime.
3BR. 2 bath Condo with
garage. 753-7947.
3BR, 2 bath, brick maintenance free home, in the
$70's. 753-8245.
3BR, bnck, 2 baths, carport, city water, 3 miles
from Murray. 753-9711.
4BR, 2 story home, near
university, dining room &
basement. Priced in $70'5.
753-1040.
BRICK 3 bedroom 2 bath •
2 car garage. Nice neighborhood, owner. C/H&A
1107 Fairlane Drive. Possibly rent $650 per month.
759-3395.
DUPLEX for sale. 2br. and
a bath on each side.
$85,000. in Northwood.
759-4406.
EAST NI Subdivision 3br,
brick ranch, $80's.
753-0444.
FOR sale by owner: Price
reduce. 10 Room, 4br.
31/2 bath, 10 closets, 2
fireplaces, large deck, gazebo w/hot tub, 4000 sf
home with many upgrades. Approx. 1 acre.
Great buy at $195,000.
753-4882.
GREAT location lust outside city limits on Robertson Rd. 3 Bedroom, 2
bath, master suite, Jacuzzi
tub, large walk-in closet.
Shown by appt. 767-0405.
HOME for sale or will consider lease with option to
buy or limited owner financing. Extra nice 3bedroom, 2 baths dining room.
Attached two car garage
on double lot in Murray
or
(502)753-4109
(502)759-8093.
NEW Nearing completion.
38r. 2 bath brick house
with 10' ceiling in living
room/ dining room, tray
ceiling in master bedroom,
whirlpool, white cabinet,
hardwood floors in entry
and kitchen. Fireplace,
screened porch, steps
leading to attic storage
Located at 1302 Larkspur
Dr. Campbell Sub.
759..4586
NEW on the market Nice
& clean, 3br bnck ranch
w/range, refrig, & dishwasher, patio & fence
yard. Priced in mid $50's
Great in town location Call
Esther at Grey's Properties. 759-2001

4- WHEELER w/trailer,
$2200 436-2463
FOR sale: Fully loaded,
1993 Yamaha Kodiak 400,
4 wheel drive with less
than 200 actual miles Call
759-9839.
4-wheeler,
KAWASAKI
Prairie 400 Nearly new
759-9695.
[
IleUtilIty Yshiclits

ERIKA 161411.41311
XIIIER:141 I AESCOM
51611 ASIA
ovrax UG471116

450 W000S044G LANE
illIRRAY KY 42071
Owen 901A Rhondt Barger

1996 CHEROKEE Coun
try 4x4, 41,xxx. local one
owner, sharp& $15,900
435-4423

Electrical
Standby Power
Electrical Generators for
Residential, Agricultural
& Commercial use

Sales and Installation

Ph. or Fax 502-382-2333

RK

r

Tony Henderson
Plumbing
Residential and Commercial
New Construction & Repair
Phone:(502) 437-4545
P.O. Box 169
Pager: (502) 742-1039
Hardin, KY 42048
Licensed & Insured

Toyota of Murray
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
Web Site With 84 Used
Vehicles Listed

(502) 474-8222
Cell 519-7781

Online Cash Rebate
DWAIN
TAYLOR

Click here
to view a listing of
our inventory

ift't rOiei
OF MURRAY AY

Mark Prescott
General Contracting
& Remodeling
Specializing in small homes

,s
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS •
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
Drop by and see our showroom
. 409 SUNBURY - MURRAY (Behind Bunny Bread)
753-5940
•
•4aa-A.62.
•

!CRIS Vinyl
'One Call MO
Replacemem
Does
SOME

It All.

IMPROVEMENT

Wirldcws

Painting - Siding - Roofing - Plumbing
Water Damage - Pest Damage - Structural Repair
Licensed & Insured
Free Estimates

(502) 759-4599

502-436-5744
1-800-548-5262
LICENSED & INSURED
Free Estimating
24 Hr. Service
Hedge Trimming
Tree Spraying
Tree & Stump
Removal

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Service
Full line of
Equipment
"Quality Service"

Owned 6 Operated By
Tim Lamb

Auto Loans

Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing
if you have been turned
down before. Loans available for 1st time buyers,
had credit, repo's or bankruptcy.
Call Kenny at
(502) 247-9300 or (800) 874-056

Inc.
Wheeler-McClain
247-9300
Mayfield

U.S.
45 South

1-800-874-0256

Kentucky

Ni & T Painting
Now scheduling winter
work. Immediate openings
for interior painting.

490
24 Hour
Emergency
Service
15 Years
Experience

$100

www.automobilesonline.com

Please call Paul for
free estimate at

Used Cars
1985 Camry LE, life blue
sport wheels, very clean
95xxx miles 753-8361

502-759-4979

A

4

L:

Used Cius

&Molars

WM Cars

Services Offered

Services Mend

1994 HONDA Civic LX, 15' BAYLINER Jazz Sport AFFORDABLE all around
navy blue, 4dr. 5 speed, jet boat, 120hp Mercruiser hauling, tree work gutter
power everything, 65,xxx engine, seats 4 Very low cleaning, cleaning out
miles. $7,000 obo
hours, asking $8000 759- sheds & junk clean-up
436-2867
759-2487
4397
leave message
1992 Ford Crown VIC-XL
1994 OLDS Cutlass Cier- 16FT Jon boat, 30 hp ALL ELECTRICAL ALL
light grey leather-loaded
Garages
Good condition $5000 ra Excellent car. $5,000 Johnson motor, trolling CARPENTRY
motor, depth finder, nearly Additions, Restoration. 24
Call Buddy at 762-4220- 759-5144
Call 753- hour service calls. Refernew, $3500
after 5 call 753-3050
95 INTREPID black cher1630
ences. Licensed & Insur1993 CHEV. Lumina, good ry, new tires, very well
1995 Suncruiser Bimini ed. Call Larry Nimmo.
maintained With 30 month
cond. $4500 759-9268.
200 pontoon boat 20ft,
L&J Home Builders
1998 OLDSMOBILE 88 service warranty $9500 like new must sell 753753-9372 or 753-0353
759-3176
ROYALE, 4dr, p/w, p/I,
8695
ALL TYPES OF WORK
cruise, tilt, white w/blue inmulching,
Landscaping,
garage
tires,
new
ten0r,
hedge trimming, lawn
%Is
kept, serviced every 2500
seeding, fertilizing, demiles. 113xxx mites, but in
very good condition. Sec- 1995 VOYAGER SE van A-1 Tree Professionals thatching, sweeping gutter
removal,
tree cleaning and guards. Tree
ond owner. $4900. Can be one owner, like new, slit Stump
seen at the Ledger & under warranty. Must see spraying Serving Murray, trimming and removal, lot
502-436-6050 anytime
clearing, brush, briar clearCalloway Co since 1980
Times or call 474-8704.
Free estimates 437-3044 ing, bushhogging, sickle
1993 TOYOTA Camry LE,
mowing, hauling, etc. Fast,
or 492-8737
Used Trucks
4 cyl, 69xxx miles, excelcourteous service. Meslent condition. $9.900.
Al Al A Tree Service,
sage 753-2092.
1982 SILVERADO 4x4
753-9339.
removal,
tree
Stump
1995 DODGE Spirit, emer- 305 automatic. 1979 Che
refinishing, furraking, ANTIQUE
spraying, leaf
ald green, 4 door. 4cyl, au- vy 4x4, 350 automatic
repair
& custom
niture
landscaphedge trimming,
to, air, 57xxx miles, only 489-2740.
woodworking 753-8056
ing, mulch hauling & mulch
$4400 Call 759-4044.
1984 CHEVY, lwb, 305
APPLIANCE REPAIR
spreading, gutter cleaning.
V8, p/w, pit, cruise, autoPROFESSIONAL
Licensed & insured. Full
matic. Great condition.
DEPENDABLE.
line of equipment. Free esAuto dealer will arrange fi- 767-9127.
502-767-9552.
timates. Tim Lamb,
nancing even if you have 1996 DODGE Ram 3500,
436-5744,
APPLIANCE REPAIR
been turned down before. 4 wheel Diesel 759-5286
1-800-548-5262.
All brands, Kenmore. 30+
Loans available for no
95 NISSAN 240-SX Great
years experience BOBBY
credit, bad credit, and
ALL Carpentry Service
shape, sporty auto, 753HOPPER, 436-5848.
bankruptcy buyers. No coFrom Foundation to
2260
signers needed. Must
BACKHOE'SERVICE
Finish
have at $750 cash or
ROY HILL. Septic system,
18Yrs experience
Campers
trade-in
drive-ways, hauling, founNew Construction • ReCall the 24 hour
dations, etc. 436-2113
modeling•
Repairs•
Cus1995 35' LAYTON Deluxe
Automated Credit
tom Cabinets* Concrete
5th wheel. $14,500. 502CLARK'S LAWN CARE
Work AGC Certified
Repair Hotline
623-6391 days. 502-674Free estimates, 9 years
435-4272
1-800-566-2277. 5647 nights
experience 767-9598.
1985 BUICK LeSabre limited- very nice $2500 Ca11
Buddy at 762-4220. After 5
call 753-3050

AUTO LOANS

'Analyze This'tops
'Cruel Intentions' at
weekend box office
LOS ANGELES (AP)- Robert
De -Niro's portrayal of a neurotic
mob boss who turns to Billy Crystal for therapy beat the teen lovegames flick "Cruel Intentions- to
finish No. 1 at the weekend box
office, estimates showed.
"Analyze This" earned $17.7
million in its debut, far ahead of
the "Cruel Intentions" opening of
$13.2 million, according to figures released Sunday by Exhibitor
Relations Co. Inc.
The comedy was a victory of
sorts for both De Niro and Crystal, outdoing their most recent
openings by millions. De Niro's
action thriller "Ronin" debuted with
$12.7 million and Crystal's "My
Giant,- opened with $3.1 million.
-Cruel Intentions," the latest film
geared toward a teen audience,
failed to beat the openings of other
recent teen films such as "She's
All That" and "Varsity Blues."
Nonetheless, "Cruel Intentions"
did bring in more than the $11
million it reportedly cost to make.
It stars Sarah Michelle Gellar, Ryan
Phillippe and Reese Witherspoon
and sets the plot of the love-games
story "Les Liaisons Dangereuses"
against a Manhattan prep school.
Meanwhile, Nicolas Cage's dark
"8mm," about a private investigator who infiltrates the porn subculture in search of a runaway
girl, finished No. 3 with $7 million. Though it lost 51 percent of
its audience in its second week,
studio officials remained optimistic.
"This is really all to the benefit of Nick Cage." said Ed Rus-

sell, Columbia's executive vice
president of publicity. "He has
really driven the audience into a
very intriguing film."
"The Other Sister," a love story
about two mentally challenged people starring Juliette Lewis, was in
fourth place with $5.6 million. It
lost just 15 percent of its audience in its second week.
"In the face of competition like
'Analyze This' and the adult market. I think we did very well. I
think it's about word of mouth.
The public does it for you," said
Chuck Viane, senior vice president of distributitin for Buena Vista
Pictures. - - --

-

Overall, the box office was
down 8.5 percent from last year,
when the megahit "Titanic" was still
packing theaters.
Here are estimated grosses at
North American theaters for Friday through Sunday. Final figures
were expected Monday:
1. "Analyze This," $17.7 million.
2. "Cruel Intentions," $13.2 million.
3. "8mm," $7 million.
4. "The Other Sister,- $5.6 million.
5. "Payback," $4.1 million.
6. "October Sky," $3.7 million.
7. "My Favorite Martian," $3.6
million.
8. (tie) "Message in a Bottle,"
$3.4 million.
8. "Shakespeare in Love,- $3.4
million.
10. "She's All That," $2.6 million.

Ward Elkins
753-1713
BOOKKEEPING/
Accounting Service. Get your
books ready for your tax
preparer. References, 15+
years experience, professional, personal service.
Call
Computerized.
Joanne 759-1519.

CLEANING SERVICE
For real estate, RENTALS
& new construction. Also
painting & repair.

759-0484.
LAWN Mowing, Reasonable Rates. Call for estimate. 435-4423.

(across from Ryan Milk)

www.designaquilt.com

You Can Count

On Us To Solve
Your Problems
Quickly.

Your partner in protection

Western
Kentucky
Insurance
Agency, Inc.
302 N. 12th St.
Tony Boyd

Murray
753-5842

CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, fencing, carports,
garages, hardwood floors
installed & finished. Affordable rates. 753-7860

ELECTRICAL
New construction, remodeling, or just replacing a
switch. Licensed & Insured. Off. 753-0834
Hm. 759-9835.
EVANS odd job service.
502-489-2617.

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday,
March 10, 1999:
Expect only the best this year. You gain
because of your strong image and leadership abilities. Though you often give in to
ovenndulgence, you are capable of using
your talents and gifts for the pleasure and
benefit of others. The quality of your work
sends your income soanng. If you are
single. having needs similar to another's
will be key to making a romantic connection Others might often be more distant
than they first seem. If attached, the two of
you will enjoy the fruits of your professional labors. Arrange to treat yourselves
frequently. Summer is an important relationship penod. SAGITTARIUS expects
a lot from you.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have: 5-Dynamic;4-Positive; 3-Average;
2-So-so; 1-Difficult
ARIES(Mar
- ch 21-April 19)
**** You could be jolted; suddenly,
another simply doesn't get it. Find another
way to approach this person and share
your wisdom. Don't dismiss setting an
example. Caring abounds. You will break
through bamers. Tonight: Off to the movies.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Your sense of direction helps a
partner You could be overly concerned
about a personal matter Avoid reliving
problems in your mind; let go of them. A
loving gesture is well received. You don't
need to worry ! Emphasis is on finances and
security. Tonight: With a favonte person.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** You could be out of kilter, and
the reason simply might not be clear. Mercury.. your planetary ruler, goes retrograde.
tossing you into a sundry mood Confirm
plans, especially revolving around fnends
and meetings Misunderstandings happen
out of the blue Tonight. Lose yourself in a
crowd.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Lighten up about work and what

7fTemiN•rt_ ftRmilligpr AP:7 orrAmoJtelAPI,rtrlem
Serving the area with Honesty & Experience
Installations•Commercial • Residential • Restaurant Equipment
• Mobile Homes• Window Units
Owned & Operated By
• Carbon Monoxide Testing
9307 State Rt.
Glenn Cossey
KS!ii\Immo
94E Murray

you must get done. Confirm plans and
meetings over the next few weeks. Refuse
to stand on ceremony or worry. Talk about
what is on your mind. The boss is definitely
a fan, though completing an agreement or
project becomes challenging. Tonight:
Working late.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You could be disappointed by
another's choices, though you really don't
have much say. Listen carefully to a child
or loved one's words of wisdom. Make a
long-distance call; this could entail a tnp or
an enlightening expenence. Tonight: Make
the most of the night.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Your nerves are working overtime,
especially when it comes to money and
emotions. Discussions help clear the air.
You know you are cared for. Don't settle;
go for what you want. A special friend is
worth his weight in gold. Refuse to hold
back. Tonight: Head on home.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Make the most of a special oppor-

PAINTING INT- EX.' Free
Call 437Estimating
4364
REPAIR
PLUMBING
SERVICE All work guaranteed Free estimates
753-1134

GRASSHOPPER Mowing
Service Competitive pricing and quality service
Call for estimates
502-753-9210

STYROCRETE
BUILDERS

REWARD WALL SYSTEMS: Homes & Basements, (R32), Insulated
HANDYMAN, carpentry, concrete forms. CLASSIC
plumbing, yard
work, STEEL FRAME HOMES:
proches & decks. Any job. residential, agricultural,
Call Danny Paschall,
light commercial, mini
492-8500.
warehouses. 436-2007.
HANDYWORK/ odd jobs
wanted. No job too small. SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Ph 753-2388 or 436-5759. Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free esLAWN Service. Pay less timates. Day or night,
for better. Call Dan
753-5484.
753-9618
TOMS WINDOWS
All your cleaning & PAINTLEE'S
ING needs. Pressure
washing etc Dryvit cleanCARPET
ing. 759-3463.

WALTERS Contracting
Free estimates. Guaranteed Quality Work. Licensed & Insured Over 20
years expenence Roofing,
additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling Call
753-2592

WOOD SATELLITE
SALES
Authorized dealer for 18inch Digital Satellite &
Dish
Network. Mon-Fn, 1-5:30.
753-0530.

YARD TECH
Full Lawn Care
With the best equipment
available to serve your
needs Call for early bids.
437-4723

TRU-LEVEL
LAWNCARE & VINYL .„•
SIDING MAINTENANCE
.. where lawncare is taken
to a new level. Serving
Murray with the best prices, free estimates, mowing & trimming, landscaping. any yard work, & .
cleaning of your vinyl sid- •
ing. For your FREE estimate call 767-0151 or 767- :•
9822

CLEANING
TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES

Emergency Water Removal, Furniture, FREE EstiMowing, trimming, leaf &
mates Call Today.
clipping removal, dethatch753-5827
ing, aeration, overseeding
& fertilization, bed mulchPLUMBING
ing. Free Estimates
Repairs, fast service
759-9609
436-5255

Your Ad
Could
Be
Here!

24 hr. Emergency

tunity. A partner or loved one cannot do
enough for you,though he might not be able
to communicate clearly. Misunderstandings could pop up out of the blue over the
next few weeks. Stay in contact with your
feelings, and all will work out. Tonight: At
a favorite place.
SCORPIO (Oct. 234!1Ov. 21)
*** Use caution with a fnend and funds.
Mixing the two could have less-than-positive results. Think carefully, take a stand,
trust yourjudgment. Work proves exciting,
with unusual possibilities. Don't launch
into a project immediately. Make sure
everything is as you think. Tonight: Buy a
new item for your wardrobe.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Listen to your sixth sense when
dealing with others. You could find partners and business associates-to be flaky. Be
caring with others. They simply might not
be as grounded as you currently are. Give
them time. Keep communication flowing.
Tonight: Your input is important to an-

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
** Assume a low profile; let others go to
extremes. You know your pnonties and
how important your home life is. Think
through decisions, gather more information. Someone delights you with news.
Intuition is right on about a personal matter.
Tonight: Head home.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Others gather around you, talks
are informative Notice your talent for
surrounding yourself with people that care
about you. Brainstorming proves to be
positive and helps you reonent yourself.
Schedule a meeting. but don't forget your
friends. Tonight: A midweek break!
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Maintain a high level of performance. Be aware that bosses are still eyeing
your work. You will be amply rewarded.
Use your interpersonal skills,knowing you
are heading in the nght direction. Willingly
spend some money on an item that will help
your professional image. Tonight! In the

other.
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Please join us at the Luminary Ceremony on

Friday, April 30, 1999 at 9 p.m.
Relay For Life - MSU Roy Stewart Stadium

I

4

AMERICAN
V CANCER

In

socitre

A TEAM EVENT TO

FIGHT CANCER
voirWirlions~~

LeBE? rgAffirA _LNir
The America@ Cancer Society MI host this very special event en AprI 30,1998. Relay
For Ufa is a cemmonfty-whie,19 hoer semi for the entire famly. It Is dedicated to edeeating the ceemmity about cancer, reennisring cancer victims, and ceiebratIng cancer survivors. Funds from Relay fir tie so to cancer research.
light a lendnary In MEMORY of a levagene-er Merl Mittles lest their battle with
carRemenier their Ives by laminethin a calls as a symbol for HOPE for future Cancer patients.
Lit a luminary in HONOR of a loved one or frlomd whole a calmer Ihorvhcor. Celebrate
their lives by illuminathm a candle as a symbol of HOPE for their today and many tomorrows.
Each Winery MI have the name of the person remembered or honored. These will
be placed armed the Roy Stewart Stale. alit for the Ceremony at 9 p.m. on Friday,
April 30. There Is a $5 contribution per Maury.

753-9911

is

FOR dependable and reliable lawn mowing, mulching, landscaping, and odd
jobs, call Kenneth Howard
at 767-9939 and leave
References
message
available upon request

LOVETT'S LAWN CARE
Mowing, tnmming, mulching. Reliable. Reasonable
rates. Experienced. Call us
at 753-9646
Experience
PAINTING
Counts! Danny Robinson
753-0616.

HOROSCOPES

Home & Industrial

95 Chestnut., Murray

FENCING
Midway Fence Company
Chain link, & custom wood
privacy fences, installation
and repairs at reasonable
prices. Dickie Farley

759-1519.

CONCRETE finishing.
Sidewalks, patios, driveways. Free Estimates.
435-4619

CALL D.B. Lawns, Etc. CUSTOM bulldozing &
for your yard clean-up, backhoe work, septic syslandscaping, & lite hauling. tems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
REASONABLE RATES
Horace Sholar.
767-0768
CARPET cleaned by Cert. CUSTOM tractor work.
Techs. Murray Carpet & Garden tilling, bushhogUpholstery Cleaning.
ging, small jobs, box blade
753-6300 anytime.
work. Free estimates. GerCARPORTS for cars and ald Carroll 492-6159.
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs DAVID'S Cleaning Servand etc. Excellent protec- ices. "Cleaning" vinyl sidtion, high quality, excellent ing, homes, mobile homes.
boats, brick driveways,
value. Roy Hill 436-2113.
parking lots, all exterior
CLEANING Houses & cleaning, acid cleaning
Businesses. We're ready available. David Borders.
to Spring Clean for you! Insured, Completely MoDo it the right way with bile. Phone 502-759-4734.
EASY WAY 436-2299.
Cellular 502-853-1108.

Over 25 Years Experience

753-3444

COLSON HOME REPAIR
Additions, garages, decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding
20Yrs experience
753-5592

Appliance parts to fit
most major brands
New & Used
Large Inventory

Sewing Machine
SALES • SERVICE

AllcoV00,1)...rWr
(try,eieg e.r?1/0-7

ServkAW Mood

LUMINARY ORDER FORM

Your Name
Phone Number
Amount Enclosed

I

-1 In Memory Of
In Honor Of
My Luminary is:
Name
I would like an acknowledgement card sent to:
Name
Zip
State
City
Address

WE'RE
#1

When your
car's not going
call us for

TOWING!
McCLARD'S
TOWING

Please Mail Luminary Order Form to:

Relay For Life, P.O. Box 132, Murray KY 42071
or return donations along with form to either of the banks below.

Dean
and
General
Tires

For more information contact Karen Olson, 489-6089.

Survivors Lap Information Line: 753-8769
Luminaries Sponsored By:
tES

207 S. 7th St. • Murray

PeoplesBank

753-9132

The Hometown Bank
MURRAY,KY • MEMBER FDIC'
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rodnd
Second round Regionals
March 11 Sat . March 13

Auburn 2
.6, .0i nth,op

—

4

Semifinais

Regionals

•Semifinals

Second round
Sun March 14

March
Madness
is here!

First round
'‘"v•.-.1, • 2

•"be annotex-ed la?0,

Duke 32

'

a sA1.• '2 -1

A Siracusa 21

15

-•

Dina St 22.10
• r-rCLA 22-1

,

,
•
C.)

Jetro.t 24-5
• ,3eno SI 23-8
'1 Murray St 27-5_1 - -

-

Tenn
Macchia 8,20

SOUTH

6,'
,11
.
1fla 22-10

National
Championship

Knoxyrfie.

1 Sr Srin's 25-8"

J

"..^.-+essee 2,1-8

The crowning point of the college .bas
:
ketball season ha.. finally arrived.
It's what the players and fans Jive for.
Stomachs ache and nerves are on edge.
People talk to their televisions. The thrill
of victory and the agony of defeat.
Yadda. Yadda, Yadda.
Murray State makes (what seems like)
its annual trip to the NCAA Tournament,
this time against he Big Ten Conference's Ohio State.
Amazingly, the teams have several common opponents this season, all from the
Ohio Valley Conference Ohio State beat
Tennessee Tech 78-51 and Tennessee-Martin 92-56, both at OSU.
Murray State beat Tech three times by
scores of 75-53, 81-71 and 96-61, but
only split with Tennessee-Martin. winning
87-58 and losing 74-73.
So what do those scores mean?
At this time of year. absolutely nothing.
The Racers will be playing in perhaps
the largest venue in their history. the
RCA Dome in Indiapolis.
Let's hope for a long stay for the Racers in the NCAA.
--MARK YOUNG

Delar•a•e 25 5

East Ruthe'ford
New Jersey
March 19 & 21

St Petersburg
Florida
March 29

_

EAST

Temple 21.10

•5

, Ken'23-5
Cmcmnah 26-5

'4 Sam•or024 5

Geo Mason 19 10 '4

...ousselle 19-10
Texas 19 12
-.;reignton 21 8

Pualue 19-12

NATIONAL
CHAMPION

e Man,iamt 25-5

Miam ,F:a 22-5
r

'ial5ara•s0 23-8 I—

St Petersburg.
Florida
March 27

.1)Connectcut 28-2
_
7exas-San Ant
r 15118.10

Lafayette 22 7

St Petersburg
Ronda
March 27

Mt Sr Mary s 15.14 (15

,5 Neve Mex 24-8
,5) Iowa 18-9

'13- So•na 25-5-

81

lAtss,ss•ppi 19-12

191

Rhode Istancl 20-12
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Phoenix
March 18 & 20

WEST

,11) Penn 21-5

St Louis
March 19 & 21

Oklahoma 20
:
10

1)'

Kansas 22-9

(6)

—1,-EvansvAa 23-9

(11)

MIDWEST

I-

31 North Caroline 24-9

Kentucky 25-6

SI 24-7 1—
_
'
• Minnesota 17-10

Wastwroow 17.11 (7)
Warm (Oho)22-7 (10)

ionzaga
.21 Stanford 25-8
115) Atom St 23-6

Utah 27:4

r

( )feed

Prove,rx Perforineirs
and

OVC CHAMPIONS

_J

URA

Center

4r
CUNNINGHAM A.
AUTO
rg&
REP
Oldest Thdependent Repair Shop o'vlurray"
619 S. 4th St. • Murray • 753-6831

Steve Durbin
Principal Broker

Commercial
Residential
Rentals • Property
Management

Good Luck to the winning team!
1315 Main Street • Murray, KY
Office: 502-759-1161 • 1-800-755-1236
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Good Luck at the NCAA Tournament.'

E DMORE
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CHESTNUT IfILLS SHOPPING CEN1 ER

West Kentucky
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Arizona 22-5

15) Florida 204
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Villanova 21-10

UNC Chaootte 22-10
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Missoun 20-8

,12) UAB 20-11
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MEN'S BASKETBALL CHAMPIONSHIP
First

•
1..
.,„„ •

•10 Minute Oil Change
Most ma-or Brenda
•Brake Service
-Transmission Service
•Cooling System Flush

Five Points

759-1529

At The NCAfi
Tournament
0from your fr iends at

C RN AI1JST1N
i)own Murray

Goal Luck
IFiracrsl
HOPKINSVILLE
FEDERAL
SAVINGS BANK

507 S. 12th
0exttO Log Cabin

75Res:65

Professional Lubrication For Your

7th & Main Street • Mk,i
753-7921
Helen Foley, Vice President

.
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Ohio State a surprise;
Racers feel up to task
By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
The piatchup against_ Ohio
State was surprising to some
_players, but the Murray State
Racers come across as a confident team for the NCAA Tournament.
Murray State, the South Regional's 13th seed, will face the
4th-seeded Buckeyes Thursday
at the RCA Dome in Indianapolis. The Racers enter the game at
27-5 while Ohio State, a member of the Big Ten Conference,
is 23-8.
The Buckeyes are coming off
a 79-77 loss to Illinois Saturday
in the Big Ten Conference tournament at the United Center.
Prior to Saturday, OSU had
won seven of its last eight and
10 of 12, with its only other loss
a 76-71 setback at secondranked Michigan State Jan. 27.
"I think it's a good draw for
us," said Murray State coach Tevester Anderson, who will make

for._
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RacIsaac Spencer leads Murray
State in both scoring (16.3)
and rebounding (7.2) this
season.

JNG

GO ALL THE WAY
li RACERS! ;If
-
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1305 N. 12th St.• Murray

753-1489
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Ohio State (23-8)
Statistical Leaders
Michael Redd
Srnonie Penn
Jaaon Singleton
Ken Johnson

Pt'
191
172
90
62

Rh
54
34
16
61

Asst.
22
41
21
03

his first appearance in the "Big
Dance" as a head coach. "Ohio
State has a good team, and they
had the co-player of the year in
the Big Ten (Scoonie Penn). I'm
excited about going up there to
face them."
"It's a tough matchup for us.
but we'll just try to play our
game and take our shot," Anderson said.
The game pits Murray's
backcourt of point guard Aubrey
Reese and shooting guard Marlon Towns against Ohio State's
Penn and Michael Redd.
"They've got a great pair of
guards, maybe the best in the nation, and they're bigger than us
inside," Anderson said. "They •
press a lot defensively, which

A Imn*,

(i v

•

We do, and they like to get.the
ball up and down the floor,
which we like to do too."
Redd, a 6-5 sophomore
guard, leads Ohio State in scoring at 1-94 i3oints per-game-,
lowed by Penn, a 5-10 junior
guard, at 17.2 and 6-6 senior
forward Jason Singleton at 9.
Ken Johnson, a 6-11 junior center, grabs a team-high 6.1 rebounds per game.
"Ohio State is good, big and
physical," said Murray State
junior forward Isaac Spencer,
who leads the Racers in both
scoring (16.3) and rebounding
(7.2). "I've watched them a couple of times, and they probably
have the best backcourt in the
country."
This year's NCAA trip will
mark Murray State's 10th in its
74-year history and the seventh
of the 1990s.
The Racers fell to Rhode Island 97-74 in last year's NCAA
appearance in Oklahoma City
after receiving their highest
tournament seed ever, a No. 9.
Spencer, who led Murray
State with 18 points against

11See Page 11

Good Luck to the
winning team!
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Statistical Leaders
Spencer
Aubrey Reese
Rod Murra)
r. Duane Virgil
Isaac
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Murray State (27-5)

516 Main St. • Murray
753-0123

Congratulations MSU

Rir
Bel-Air Center • Murray.753-0440

Proud To Support
The MSU Racers!
Good Luck In The Tournament!

BRIGGS &STRATTON

Western Kentucky
Insurance Agency
Tony Boyd

The power in power equipment.

302 N. 12th St.• 753-5842
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Last go-around

MS

Seniors eye last chance in NCAA tourney
after disappointing loss to Rhode Island
•

While the initial experience
was memorable, the game itself
-- a disappointing 97-74 loss to
Rhode Island -- is something all
three would like to forget.
"Last year was a learning experience for us," Gay noted.
"We had a good season, and we
deserved to get there last year.
"It was a happy feeling to go
to the tournament. But losing the
first game was not good for us.
Now, we're going back to try
and get over that first game."
However, Virgil looks at his
second -- and last -- chance in
more drastic terms.
"This means a lot," he explained. "This could be my last
game, so I'm going to treat it
like a life-threatening disease ...
This is probably one of the biggest games of my life."
For the Racers, it will be their
third trip to the "Big Dance" in
as many seasons and the
school's eighth appearance in
the last 12 years. In all, Murray
State has made 10 trips to the

By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
If their seniors have anything
to do with it. the Murray State
Racers' appearance in the
NCAA Tournament won't be a
brief one.
Like much of the Racer roster. Michael Floyd. Duane Virgil
and Marvin Gay only experienced a taste of the "Big Dance"
last March.
Now all three are hoping to
experience a second helping off
the March Madness plate.
"(Last year) was very special
to me," said Floyd. who played
in his first NCAA Tournament
last season after transferring to
Murray State from South Alabama in 1996.
"This (the NCAA Tournament) is the reason I transferred
to Murray State. We had a
chance last year, and it's something we'll never forget. But the
only thing we want now is to go
back and get that (first) victory,"
he added.
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tournament - winning only once
(over NC,. State in 1988)..
But even though they're all
seniors, Floyd. Gay and Virgil
will play in just their second
tournament.
Floyd Qn campus when MSU
began its three-game NCAA
streak in 1997, but had to set out
his transfer year when the Racers faced the Duke Blue Devils.
Only juniors Aaron Page and
Mike Turner were members of
the 1996-97 squad.
"Last year, we were all !rind
of like freshmen going into the
tournament," Floyd noted. "Everybody was new to it. But now
we've been there, and we know
what to expect."
As senior members of the
team, all three have taken on important roles in helping the Racers compile an amazing 27-5
mark -- a more than acceptable
follow-up season to the best year
in school history (a 29-4 mark in

ESee Page 9
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Senior center Duane Virgil has been perhaps the most improved player on the Murray State team in 1998-99, helping
lead the Racers to a 27-5 mark and their third straight trip to
the NCAA tournament.
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Page,Turner hope third NCAA is charm
MSU juniors say Racers confident
for battle with Ohio State Thursday
By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
While all of the Murray State
team is a year older and wiser,
the most experienced team
members as far as the NCAA
Tournament goes aren't even
starters.
But that makes them no less
valuable to the Racer squad.
Juniors Aaron Page and Mike
Turner will make their third appearances in the "Big Dance"
Thursday when Murray State
faces Ohio State at the RCA
Dome in Indianapolis
Both are accomplished threepoint shooters and briny a high
level of hard play and determination to the court.
The two were on the squad
when MSU battled Duke in
1997 and faced Rhode Island
last March.
While they enjoyed both experiences. especially the game
against Duke which the Racers
lost just 71-68. the one goal that
has escaped Page and Turner is

"...We all understand
what it takes, to win
in the NCAA Tournament and we're
not satisfied with
just getting there any
more."
-Racer junior
guard Aaron Page
a win in the tournament.
Page. a 6-5 guard. said last
year's squad -- which entered
the contest with Rhode Island at
29-3 but suffered a 97-74 loss in
Oklahoma City.-- was battling
several distractions at the time.
"There were scouts there
watching Chad (Townsend) and
D.T. (Mayes) and what coach
(Mark) Gottfried was going to
do was all in the back of our
minds (Gottfried later left to become the head coach at Ala-

barna ).- said Page. who scored
three points against the Rams in
last. year's tournament. "It was
just a had experience.
-But now we all understand
what it takes to win in the
NCAA Tournament and we're
not satisfied with just getting
there an more.- he added.
•.We're tired ot losing in the first
round."
Turner. a 6-7 forward, said
the two previous trips to the.
NCAA were totally different experiences.
"The first year (against Duke)
we were excited to just be
there.- he said. "No one expected us to get there and we
were a No. 15 seed against
Duke.
"Last year we were a No. 9
seed and. we were going down
'there to win; we Were almost
looking past Rhode Island and
looking at Kansas in the second

,
Aaron Page will make his third trip to the NCAA Tournament
with the Murray State Racers Thursday against Ohio State in
Indianapolis.

•See Page 10
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Hodges brings experience to Racers
Tourney-tested coach key
MSLT's NCAA hopes
By SCOTT NANNEY
Star Writer
V.hen searching for an, assisi.,• ,.oach with big-game expe,.. first-year ‘lurray. State
Tevester Arderson knew
‘, here to look
•
he couldn't have made a
hoice at. Bill Hodges.
\1
/4
iiWS a iii.
r two about
,
A Tourt.anient. •
ges. w hi guided Larry
B
ed Indiava State to the
• \ championship game in
,umped at the Chance to
alongside an old friend.
e known Tee for a long
Hodges said. "He gave
his opportunity. and I
the options. I thought it
good move ... I sure haI been displeased.‘:rtce joining Anderson;s
slat' Hodges has helped lead
the Racers to an impressive 27-5
mark during the I'00-99 season
ant 'he school's 10th trip to the
"Bir Dance.se had a !iet of fun this
noted 'Hodges. who came
•t retiremcr to join the

MSL: staff. "I•ve- been friend,
with Tee for quite a while and I
know (former coaches) Steve
Newton and Ron Greene real
well.
"I km:v., about all of the expectations here, and 1 knew
had good players here. Its a
great place to come and he a
coach.Before moving to Murray..
Hodges served as'a head coach
at Palm Beach Junior College
(1982-K3). Georgia College
(19X6-91t and Mercer University 1199 I -96i.
He was also an assistant at
Tennessee Tech 0970-74).
Armstrong State College t197475). Indiana State (1975-78) and
Long Beach State I l983-84).
But Hodges is most known
for his first year as a head coach
at ISL. when the overachieving
Sycamores shocked the college
baskethall. world by reaching the
NCAA title game.
ISU faced Magic Johnson's
Michigan State Spartans in what

Murray State assistant coach Bill Hodges provides the Racers with NCAA tournament experience. having guided the Larry Bird-led Indiana State Sycamores to the 1979 title game.

•See Page 12

MSU Racers...
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II1Racer seniors...
From Page 4
1997-98).
Perhaps the most improved
player in the Ohio Valley Conference this season, Virgil bettered his points per game average from 8.2 last year to 11.4
this season. He has also collected 5.8 rebounds per contest
while averaging 26.8 minutes
per game.
Despite their more limited
roles coming off the bench,
Floyd and Gay have been key
playmakers.
Floyd has compiled just 2.5
points per game while averaging
just 9 minutes. But his biggest
contributions often don't show
up on.the stat sheet.
"I just try to come in and do
whatever this team needs in order to win." said Floyd.
Meanwhile, Gay has seen his
role as a key reserve increased -serving as a more than capable
stand-in for Virgil at over 12
minutes a game.
All three have felt more comfortable during their second year
in the Racer program under new
head coach Tevester Anderson,
who recruited both Gay and Virgil out of Palm Beach Community College (a junior college in
Palm Beach, Fla.).
"Last year, there was some
pressure on us. But we've
known what to expect this year,"

because we understand each
other and we don't care who
gets the credit ... We grew up
last year when we lost to Rhode
Island."
While playing for a new head
coach can be a distraction for
some players, Floyd is a veteran
in terms of that adjustment.
"This is the fifth head coach
I've played under," he said.
"But I'm happy for coach
Anderson. He has a lot of experience, and he deserves to be a
head coach."

Gay said. "We know coach Anderson's style, and it's been
more of a team thing this year
for us ... It's a privilege to have
him as our coach."
Virgil said the team has
grown closer with Anderson at
the helm.
"We've adjusted to . coach
Anderson really well. People say
that since we lost Chad (Townsend) and D.T. (Mayes), we're
not as good this year," Virgil
continued.
"But this year we're better

Murray State seniors Michael Floyd (left) and Marvin Gay
(top) have seen additional playing time under new head
coach Tevester Anderson in 1998-99. Both hope to help lead
the Racers to a win over Ohio State on Thursday.
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/Wage, Turner...
round," Turner added. "But then
against Rhode Island we ran into
a buzzsaw. We were almost
thinking that it would be a walkthrough, hut they had a great
team with an NBA backcourt."
- This time, Turner says,-the -Racers will be more realistic.
"We're a veteran team now
with mostly juniors and seniors.
and We're going to go in knowing that it will be a war." he
said. "We'll have to go in and
do the best we can."
For the season, Page averages
2.6 points per game while
Turner contributes an even 2.0.
Turner's high-point game this
season has been 12 points while
Page's best scoring output has
been eight.
While Murray State has outscored its opponents by an average of 79-67 per game in fashioning its 27-5 record. Page said
its defense that carries the
squad.
"We're playing much better
team defense this year than we
did last year." he said. "Everybody's not focused on themselves, we're just going what it
takes to win. I'm naturally a
shooter, but in this system. team
defense is number one. You
can't shoot great every night.

•-• •

Frc

tt...Everybody
knows what it's like to go to the
NCAA...now we're really focused on winning."
-Racer junior forward Mike Turner

From Page 5

Rh
the
thi
Wi

but defense is effort and you can
always play defense."
Page said the Racers entered
last season's tournament possibly resting somewhat on its 29-3
record.
"That was a great record, hut
we were looking at those wins
and that record to carry us
through. and we didn't have the
right mental preparation for
Rhode Island," Page added.
"But we play more as a team
this year and we have great
unity. We work really well together, and if we keep playing
good defense, we have a great
chance of winning."
Turner admitted some nervousness while waiting for
MSU's name to come up during
Sunday's selection show on
CBS.
"The adrenaline was rushing." he said. "But since we
went to the tournament last year,
everybody knows what it's like
to go to the NCAA and all the
glistening eyes are gone. Now
we're really focused on winning,
hut we know it will be a tough
game."

Page said the team's versatility has carried it a long way this
son.
"We've got good shooters but
we can also score inside; any
four or five guys can lead us in
scoring, and that's what really
makes you hard to beat, playing
well as a team," he said.
Page added that the transition
to Tevester Anderson as the
Racer coach after Gottfried's departure was a smooth one, as
evidenced by the 27-5 record
and the trip to the NCAA Tournament.
"We all get along with each
other really well, and everybody
wants to win," he said. "Having
coach Tee as our coach made
this season a lot easier than it
would have been with somebody
else.
"Our schedule has also prepared us to play in the NCAA,
and playing in as many close
games as we have has helped
too," Page added. "Now we
know that every game is going
to be 40 minutes of war and
you've got to be prepared physically and mentally."
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Murray State junior forward Mike Turner will make his third
appearance in the NCAA Tournament Thursday when the
Racers face Ohio State. Turner was also a member of the
Racer squad in previous NCAA games against Duke and
Rhode Island.
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GREAT JOB RACERS!
GOOD LUCK AT THE
NCAA TOURNAMENT!
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Rhode Island last March. said
the Racers are more prepared for
this year's tournament.
"We're a year older and
wiser this year. and we've got
another year's confidence."
Spencer said. "Last year's tournament taught us that, we've gOt
to go in with a 'do-or-die' attitude because it could-be your
last game. You've got to lay
everything on the line because
there's no tomorrow."
Racer point guard Reese,
who like Spencer was a firstteam All-Ohio Valley,Conference selection, is looking forward to matching up with the
Buckeyes.
"They're a great team And
they have an excellent backcourt," said Reese, who was
named most valuable player of
last weekend's OVC tournament
after his buzzer-beating basket
lifted Murray State to a 62-61
win over Southeast Missouri for
the tournament championship
and the league's automatic
NCAA bid.
"Their guards shoot threes
and they penetrate; as their
backcourt goes, so the team
goes," Reese said of Ohio State.
"I think we match up with
them pretty well," said Towns,

Tevester Anderson
who contributes 8.4 points per
outing. "We're excited to see
what we can do."
Junior forward Rod Murray is
confident the Racers can make a
good showing against the Buckeyes.
"We think we can play pretty
good against that team," he said.
"I saw them play Saturday night,
and they've got a good team.
Their inside guys may be a little
taller than ours, but who knows?
We just have to go play our best
and see what happens."
Sophomore guard Ray Cunningham will make his first appearance in the NCAA Tournament after sitting out his first
year at MSU and missing most
of last season with a hand injury.

iUI icat.
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Jan

ham said. "l was kind ot
shocked k Ohio State, I'm not
worried about who w,! play or
where we play, as long as we
inne to play"
Senior for.vard Marvin Ga‘
had no preference as io where
, the Racers played or who they
drew' in his final trip to the
'NCAA Tournament.
"I think it was a good dram..
Gay said. "I think we can heat
them.
It's great for our fans because
they can drive Ito Indianapolis).
We really didn't prefer to go any
other place -- it's to our advantage.
-I've seen them play two or
three times; they're a really
good team," Gay added.
"They've got a good point
guard."
Virgil was also somewhat
surprised at being matched
against Ohio State.
"We thought that we might
play somebody like UCLA or
Arizona, but it really didn't matter to us; I think we match up
with (Ohio State) pretty good,"
he said.
"We've got a good chance:
since we're in Indianapolis.
we'll have good fan support.'
Virgil added. "That's a big thing
to have in this tournament"

Aubrey Reese averages 14.4 points, 5.1 assists and five rebounds as Murray State prepares to face Ohio State in the
NCAA Tournament Thursday in Indianapolis.
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RACERS!
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32.00 OFF

From Page 8
would prove to be the first of many classic battles be:
tween the future Los Angeles Lakers star and Bird. who
went on to a Hall of Fame career with the Boston Celtics
in the NBA.
Despite falling to Michigan State 75-64, Hodges
looks back on that season with great pride.
-It was a great year." he said. "It was the first year of
my head coaching career, and nobody expected us to
even win our league. We were picked to finish about
fourth or fifth."
Hodges compared Tharlifdtana Stare-ream with-this
year's Racer squad, which was picked to finish second
in the Ohio Valley Conference by some preseason publications.
"The camaraderie they had, and the faith they had in
each other was important." said Hodges of his ISU team.
"They trusted eaeh other, they played hard and they
were unselfish ... When you think about it, this INISU)
team is very similar to that."
Hodges said those traits and solid fundamentals on
both ends of the court are keys to making a successful
run through the NCAA Tournament.
"I think you ha‘e to have patience on both offense
and deli:rise." he explained "You have to attack on defense. hut you can't panic if y•iti miss a shot on the other
end.
"But we're a verb balanced offensive team. You
don't ha‘e to rely on one or two players to carry the
team ... Also. I think this is an excellent defensive
team."
For Hodges, this season's NCAA Tournament will be
his first since leading Indiana State to the title game 20
years ago.
"I just had to sit down and soak it all in." Hodges said
after watching Aubrey Reese's running one-hander that
beat Southeast Missouri State for the OVC crown Feb.
28. -It was a very emotional experience for me."

MOVIE WORLD
SUPERSTORE

\

IS

Full Service
Price $22.95
Reg.
.•hange recommenthll every 3.000 mole.

102 South 12th St. Murray

759-3278

Bill Hodges instructs Aubrey Reese and Marlon
Towns as Tevester Anderson listens in.
According to Hodges. many things have changed
within the tournament since his last trip to March Madness.
"The media drives everything now," said Hodges.
"Back then, there were a lot of distractions from the media. But now, they dictate everything.
"We didn't have a shot clock or a 3-point line, and
there was no such thing as a TV timcout. Television has
changed coaching a lot, but there's still some things that
a coach can do."
After having been in both positions. Hodges prefers
his role as an assistant coach.
"Being an assistant coach is much more enjoyable
than being a head coach." he said. "I don't have to deal
with the media, discipline problems or with the administration. The only two things I have to worry about are
coaching and recruiting."
But whatever the situation, Hodges is happy to be at
Murray State.
"I've really enjoyed being here. Murray's a great
place to be. And we have fabulous fans -- maybe the
best in the country. They're with you whether you win
or tie."
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Central
Shopping
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Spring into action with our wide selection
of lawn & landscaping supplies and
lawn equipment rentals.

Bel-Air Center • Murray
759-4979
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DENNISON-HOT
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UNIVERSITY PLAZA • MURRAY

New Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-8, Sat. 9-6, Sun. 1-5
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